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( i :~ Knode  Theatre '78, the 
.... Provincial High School 
~i Drama Festival, " .is 
,~ scheduled for Terrace May 
~,! 17-20, 1978. 
L ' ~:~+" The festival will see 
....... atud~ts and teackers from 
.... around the province coming 
;::~*:~,.~ to ~ part in ~vorkchops. 
....... ++ and Ire'form for the generm 
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public. Under the chair- 
mun~lp of school Trustee, 
Elaine Johnson; Ks'mode 
Theatre '78 is shaping into a 
_~at drama ex~ianca for 
all, 
Award winning student 
plays from se~ven regional 
drama festivals will come to 
Tm-ace to be pa~o~ed 
Elaine dohngon.Drama Ooordinator 
nighdy May 18 to 20 at the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre. 
Known as the "Showcase" 
these plays will be ad-" 
indicated by artistic critic 
Kcith Digby and techulcel 
critic Norman Young..These 
provide further insight into 
the production for audience 
and players alike." 
Three professional groups 
will perform through the 
week toadd to the festivities. 
"Loot will be staged by the 
Playhouse Theatre from 
Vancouver May 17 at 9 p.m. 
Special afternoon per- 
formances from 3:30- 4:20 in 
school gymnasiums will he 
done by Santo Cervello and 
fan Booth. 
Santo Cervllloi well known 
for his mime work will do 
"Metamorphials 
March 18 and 19. Ian Booth 
will do "Mark Twain in 
Person" the same day as 
well. 
Amoung the wnrkshop 
session offered by theatre 
FRIDAY, MARCtl 3, i978 
specialists are mime, acting, 
voice, speech, movement 
musical theatre, stalling, 
directing and make up. 
Sixteen top theatre per- 
sonnel will do six 3~'4 hour 
worksho~ over the three 
days. ' ' 
Several hundred studants, 
teachers, and workshop 
people will converge on 
Terrace for the feetlvai, 
Representing schook of ali 
parts of the province from 
come y 
tered plane. Many 
housed in local hotels and 
many have requested billets. 
All meals for 'al l  par- 
ticipants will be looked after 
by Mr; Angle Geeraert from 
the  Terrace Hotel. These 
meals will. be served In +the 
Shesna +gym. 
Kermode Theatre " '78  
promlaen to bring great live 
theatre entertainment for 
~7.~0. 
Barrett Ohallonps Bennett 
.:i!! VICI'ORIA (CP) --  Op- Statistics Canada figures 
~ position Leader Dave when he sald.it appeared 
i,~ Barrett said today Premier B.C. could end thls fiscal 
.~ Bill Bennett should cither year on March 31 with a 
~:~:~ deficit. 
Barrett said he feels the 
~overnment will end the 
year with a balanced budget, 
not due to its economic ex- 
pertise but because it has 
drawn heavily from ~dal .  
funds set up by the former 
NDP government and the 
former Social Credit gov- 
the pces~t government. 
"The faetis that hey are a 
failure," he said. "They 
govern by threat without any 
dear direction whatsoever. 
The NDP leader also criti- 
cized the government for 
allowing the number el 
unemployed to in~enas to 
I15,000, a large pernent~e of
• whom are young. 
He also said the recent in- 
crease in the number of 
call a provincial election or 
stop making Inflammatory 
etatemante. 
Bennett said Monday he 
might consider calling an 
election if the New 
Democratic Party ~tlnued 
its criticism of the Social 
Credit government. The 
premier called the NDP "the 
jobs with the government. 
The ministry is being s~aled 
down because the new B.C. 
BuUdings Corp. has.taksu 
over  most  o f  its rmpnes~-  
bllities. "~: 
"Lcadership? Hogwash,"• 
he said. ~-.Cyulcism? Ab- 
solute." 
As well, Barrett criticized 
the government fcr faill~ to 
take any actlan to save 
town. of .Stewart, who~ e
~pper mine l~ clpsl~. . .  
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Assistance Cheif Roseboom left and firemen Ray Tremblay hosing down the log deck at LH&K pole yard thursday 
morning. 
Redder I, eclerc loft and capt. Per Italvomen cleaning up below the log deck. 
Where. There's Smoke There's Fire 
enemy wi l l s "  for pre- ernmmt ofW, A. C. Bennett, crimes committed in B.C. *h  ~waca and district Fire Department respouded to a call under the log deck. The company had kept the fire uncle 
who is the onrrmt premier's could. Well be linked to the : .. i ~'~ • ~'om L H & K pole yard _Wednesday toextinguish a fke control using emergency extinguishers until flremesl arrive~ dieting the provl~_ _ will . end  . . . . . .  ' unem ,, to put it out. the year with adeflctt, ._.+ father. • . . . .  .P~0..v~,_~ s gr°w10s .-" m .... mS= :..::.!- p~tlystartedbyasparkfromthe.burnerin thesawdna t , . . . .  
~B~Tctttolda~en~..ere wON,TPRI~DICT: .... /~  IM0~t',::  SII,:I,,:~:,.~ + +;MAlar ia l  . . . . . . . . .  , ' " " .  ~ " 1 " d. , " . : . . . .  ' " " " "  n"  L " :' P : n'~ ' ':" . . . . .  *~ " "5''~'~ " 
eni~e .that BenpeK:ha,  s' ~l~J~w~oklnot :,tVmnotsa~thatm~sini~:~:~.~(•~ • , .~ . .~_A~•, .~. . . . .~ IY , : .  +• •• . . . .+ , .  ......... ~ ................... :~ . :  ...... 
~leelt~'b0t tl~t his IJarty flo~'Skyl~ tbem in direct link I M I , I I  " "~ "+ " "~ ' IV~ v ~ + "  I I 'VNU • m V a l V s l s n n ~ " v n l l i  " 
would be able to provi~ . ..but the evldmce is strong N mn'Ml '  + + - - -  - " ,  , -  . . . . .  - . . . .  e r  " SMI~RSI  B.C. •(CP) .u. branch ~ :l~0is0nw+Ives in ~-Chambers u id  the/st.udy befor+~,. ' the i s.np.w m.ellL 
+and said + Tbo fish and wildlife branch the Level Mountain area and wlilheipdeterminewhet~ Chammersuta.mere~.;no as IM~did last fall during an stability, the leadership enOUgh xur tsomey mu~, n~ MMIV I I  
emergency+seeaien of the the action necessary to . ,  . • wlll spmd lla,500 this year to compare caribou calving ornotwolvesca~ea, decline proofllmtwolvenmuamnou 
legislature, remedy the province's The B.C. Police Com- One Juvenile was arrested determine whether con- mte~ with a control group in in big game popmapons ann ea~vex. 
The NDP leader enid-ibis economic ills. , mission disclosed on after Terrace RCMP were trolling wolf populations the Kawdy Plateau area help ~e ~brunch set. more . . . . . . . .  _ .  
uncertainty, in conj~etlon He said that eae initiative Tuesday that the increase in called to a fight at, the causes caribou herds to where wolves will be left realistic 10ng limits in me nesam true stuny, panoxa with the governmmt's plan nettointrodunea~d~etfor he would take would bo4o thenumbur oferimas from Terrace Recreatk~ Centre increase, a branch alone. Both study areas are area.+ . . . 140_,000 _predator eo~.~ol 
the 1978~9 fiscal year until + launch a massive .era- 1976 to1977 wse three limes at about S p',m. Wed~y spokesmans~dWedna.sda, y: l~0kllometres northwest of . H.e na. id. s.t;rychn .Ir~e. b.ai,ts ~,,,dget_~or no[u~rn -.T: i 
aflertheyearhasbeg~m, h as'ploymantprngramforyouth greater than the increase night, ~ , Mike Chamners, regional Telegraph Creek in  nor- ounenm.meLevetMounmm w  ..m~m ..wnm u .cu~zu 
done more to hurt the to give them "at least a from !975 to1976. . . The youth was turned i0formationofficer, said.the thwestB~dshColumbia, area wm ne recoverea oountotcermoupepulaunms. 
economy than opposition sense ofdlroetlen." . .Barrett also said that over to h'isparents. : ' m • " ' ' " " " • ' ~' 
" ~  e ,er  ~ ~ ~ J Bar re t t  , , ,+  ,,.t 0 m f d p do t Oa daw paranloos . . . .  He denied he predlcted, the + genera l ,  • .Bennet t ' :  + theTW°ephe er o 0 mutton or  in e on n na ants 
province would have a irruspenaible and ehlidish ~ , ~ Y m  ~0nn~ y arrived.;......:v.].: ~.• i~ :  ;•-':~:+--:'OTTAWA" (CP)." . . . .  The ." in+an appearance before . l~'in~ti~ steei ~p~../den" ~ the. he~ +~. . l~d ing  .up.~:lO- denctt. Barrett said he was statements wcre yet another . . . . . . . . . .  r - -  ---- . . . . . . . . .  ~ n eai ne 
merely quoting from indieation ofthowcaknassof or lo~er to he given new ..shertlyafterwar~: i .~  Committee for an In -  the special Commons .could ~mpete wl~ th.o~. ~epi.pelineaeem.o, ~_  
- -  • reeeiveo n repert  seat denendent Canada (CIC) pipeUnecommittes, tne~xt; ~rom omer counmus, out mac m .co.nc~n~.. over me -"oax  r n e ungea"-ar ---++ Thursday for + said it realm benefits to therewasadangertheother po*ersn+n.Dy.mea.g..cy,~+ Bomb , o , ,  into. No detaus en •guuran ,  toprovideamin- Canadians will be un- firms could get aid from. The legimauen .now.  
that break' and enter were imam Canadian content in detrained without solid guar- their home governments, only limited appeal of 
• available, but poflce +were the Alaskan natural gas antees on Jobs and Mitchell Sharp (L--- agency rulings, "an un- 
p/pellne. materlais. . " Eglinton) said Foothills has Canadian restriction on PRINCE GEORGE, B.C. John David .Young ap- 
(CP)-- A Zl-year-old Prince peared in provincial court 
George man has been Wednesday charged r "  with 
ch lu~ in connection with a intmt o alarm by conveying 
hemh threat at the Prince a telephone meeeage he 
George senior secondary ' knew•to be false. 
school in June. Bonnita Jones said she re- 
enived a call June 14 from a 
persm~ who said there was a 
bomb in the school. The 
school was evacuated but no 
bomb was found. 
He is to appear in court 
March 9. 
Terraoe Library News 
Canada. This lnterestin6 Marshallcity as,McLuahn.Classroon/, By. 
by Michael CelUns 
Your public library has 
30,000 books, subscriptions 
over 100 magazines and- 
newspapers, pamphlets, 
reenl~k, maps, and people 
who are here to help you get 
what you want. 
Here are some recent 
aeqludaUous to the l ibrary: 
'l~e Immigrants By Gloria 
account reveals the hopes, 
disappointmeats,, dreams 
and a~liieve~ments of a brcaa 
spectrum of new Canadians. 
Never Cry Wolf by Farley 
MoWat. This is a not so new 
book in a new edition, Farley 
Mowat describes areal wolf, 
an animal that man has 
McLauhan takes another 
look at our fast changing 
civilization and has written a 
"textbook" about some of 
the things that make up 20th 
century man: radio, 
television, automobiles and 
computers, to name a few. 
continuing their ' in- 
vestigation, f 
A unit at the Reci Inn was 
broken into and culprits 
attempted, to steal a 
tdevkion set. 
'me attempt was en- 
' sueeossful, and the would.be 
thieves escaped before 
police arrived. . . . . .  
An attempted ~aut9 thdt 
Was repe~i  *at:about l0 
p..m. • 
A resident ou Stramne 
Avenue started his vchlcle 
and went Inside Ida house 
wldle the car warmed up. 
A person got into the 
vehiole, but did net drive off. 
Twenty records and SZ 
~vere taken' from a traflar in 
Meatero. Montero has in- hunted and destroyed and, 
tervlewed over 400 people some of the old myths which 
who ease from all over the led to men's laughter of the 
worldto~o~ea new h,mein proud species. 
,~eee to 60 persons attended the one day Beekeeping seminar 
eTe~TaceHotel, WednesdaY,.froma:30 ~4:30p.m, . 
usored by the Federal,brasses. vevetopment ua.~. 
business bookkeeper -many ox mewomen, from me. 
10uslaesees,, where the wife of .the owner does the 
II~mid~Moin~ came from Telkwa, Smithere, Prince ~tu~rt, 
The Library in open, from ~nnyhlll Trailer, Court at 
10am-npmTuesday to friday, about 2 a.m.- 
10arO-Spm~on Saturday a Entry• was gained by 
2pro-Spin on Sunday. smashing a rear window. 
'and Terrace; but mostly from Terrace. Mike Kartssheff~ 
manager of the Terrace'branch vf F~DB washsst to the 
assembly. The Seminar was orgainze~ by Bill Haslam, Bank 
Management Services (non4ending) officer, from New 
Westminster. guest speaker at the day-long event was AI 
Mc~pllne Of McApilne and Co., a local Cher teredAccoundng 
AJrpod losing $700,000 
PRINCE GEORGE', B.C. 
(CP) -- The airport in this 
• central British Columbia 
city is expected to lose 
~00,000 this fiscal year. 
Airport manager John 
announced it intends to individunlrights," 
purchase all its steel pipe in He said he would favor a 
. Canada, but that guarantees suggestion for a committee 
would tie its hands in ne- of MPs to oversee the 
passengers passing through gotlations with suppliers, agency's work. 
the fadlity. He felt a government There aiso was a need for a 
Maintenance costs at the agency overseeing the second inquiry into the 
airport are high due to the contracts would he sufficient social, economic and ea- 
severity of wtnters, Williams to protect Canadian in- vironmentsl impact of the 
said. terests, pipeline which will stretoft 
from Alaskan into the lower• Williams said Wednesday He said Transport Canada Dr. • Robert Page, who 
the operation has a budget of does not expect he airport o represunted the CIC at many 
$I mflilon and will take in turn a profit and that the 
~300,000 in commerdal fees. 
Williams said while air- 
ports in Montreal, Toronto 
and vancouver are expected 
to show a profit because of 
the amount of traffic they 
handle, smaller airports do 
not have that opportunity. 
Prince George airport 
handled about 75,000 lan- 
.dings and takeoffs during 
1977, with 230,-000 
i 
firm, Similar seminars are being held in Kitlmat (, on Ma~-~h 
~nd.).Prince Rupert, Masses, Cassinr, Stewart, Hazelton.. 
The attendance was greater than expected, and Mike Far- 
tasheff expressed himself as pleased with the strong 
response the seminar had received from the people of 
Terrace. 
48 status. 
government°fficial stand oft  he fed~ul , , recover  osts" -,',o Firefighters Find 52 
l~ximum." 
F0wl Fatalities tinue to increase reveoue by bringing incentives in 
marketing," he said. 
The airport now leases Fifty Chickens 'and two Qucensway. 
dueksweredestroyedinaflre The fire department's 
space to local advertisers, in Therhlll Tuesday night response Was quick, but the 
Williams Said,-and this service will be expanded. , when thebullding they were call arrived too late tosave 
heused in burned to the the structure. 
ground. The fire. was apparmtly 
• .Tkernldli Volunteer Fire caused by a weed beater.+ 
Department receiyed the The chicken house was 
call at about 11 p.m. and imured,butno co#mtimatos 
arrivedatthe bomeofDaVid were available. 
Gibson at ~ No. 3-2087 
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EDITORIAL: 
"I'm not interested 
in polities.,."' 
If past editorials over the last three mont~ 
have not already done so, this one will surely 
date me. My father joined the ranks of the 
Yorkshire and Lancashire Light Infantry during 
the Boer War somewhere around 189~. His 
widowed mother had been left with 13 children to 
support, and my father, being the eldest, had, for 
several years been the sole source of income fez 
the family. Returning home unexpectedly on( 
• day, and catching his stepfather, besotted wi~ 
liquor attempting to strangle a younger brother, 
my father stepped on a chair, with a right to the 
ais.w knocked the drunkard unconscious, revived 
brother then walked to the nearest recruiting I 
depot, and "taking the Queen's shilling" signedl 
up for the South African conflict. 
In the usual manner of things military, 
because father had signed up for Africa - -  they 
sent him, inststead to India. A hard, diligent 
disciplinarian, over the next 25-26 years, my 
father in Kiplingesque manner, continued '% 
servia' of 'er Majesty the Queen." He met a 
nineteen-year old English governess and, in a 
six month courtship married her in the dignified 
cathedral at Lahore. Having mastered at least 
six Indian languages and being ,able to read and 
write Sanscrit, father had risen to the position of 
Army Schoolmaster, then a Warrant Officer in 
the Indian Army• He was then able to enjoy the: 
luxury of a honeymoon with the woman who was 
to become my mother• Viewingthe moon rising 
at midnight over the Taj Mabel at Agra; and to 
drift past the lotus blossoms in a houseboat on 
Dai Lake, in the Vale of Kashmir. As the years 
passed, and my sister and I arrived - the future 
looked bright for our family of four. Sensible 
thrift and careful budgeting saw a small hank 
account building up with each passing payday. 
For years my father had allowed his leave to 
accumulate. Only a few more remained for 
retirement in Britian on a small but liveable 
pension. 
Then, politics reared its ugly head, ruining the 
lives of scores - -  perhaps hundreds --  of men 
Who had served their country long, hard, at great 
risk of their lives. Including my father. 
Somewhere, back in Britain, a man named 
Geddes was instrumental in passing an economy 
measure first known as the Geddes Act (then, as 
the Geddes "Axe"). This was instrumental in 
retiringArmy Officers a few years before their 
pension time - saving; the government 
millions of pounds -- but ruining countless lives. 
Rather than face the prospect of returning to  
~ritain ,~as,~yirt~l~:pa~l~rs, 'many. ~a~ 
• emselves ~to'death,' f i le~ their bralfiS out, or 
sought other means to escape a retirement in 
grinding poverty. For us four, it meant having to 
return to the U.K. and live on a pension of ten 
pounds a month (at that time, about $40 a month, 
Canadian). Also, supposedly due to political 
manoeuvering, the Bank of Simla --  and a few 
others went bankrupt and with the closing went 
the life savings of our family -- and many like 
them. 
The plans for being sent to good schools "back 
home" for my sister and I disappeared along 
with the educational trust fund my father had 
established for us. My father, for whom 
elephants used to raise their trunks and trumpet 
a salute to announce his entrance when he visited 
the military farms astride his chestnut horse, - 
found himself in pest-World War I Britian; the 
only available jobs those of "commies iona i i :es" '  
of the menial, "office boy" type insufficient even, 
to pay the rent of a "County ~onncil" house. The 
contrast was all the more notable, following over 
two decades of life in the tropics attended by a 
household staff of at least a dozen, ready to wait 
on every nee.d; . 
Thus the pressure was on pensioners to 
emigrate to the other, more temperate 
"colonies". The "Homeland" for which loyal 
"servants of the Queen" had worked so hard, 
and scrimped and saved so they might return, in 
their mature years for a comfortable retirement, 
was now demanding they leave, to make jobs for 
thosewho were adding to the ever swelling ranks 
of the unemployed. 
What has all this to do with politics? 
Even now, as Canada nears the most im- 
portant and vital federal election --  an election 
that could well decide whether Canada remains 
Canada or fragments into a Balkan-like selfish 
group of separate states, each nursing its own' 
grievanceB and ancient quarrels, there are 
still many who feel it is none of their concern. 
For the loyal ones who have served their 
country well and long --  it is the politicians who 
decide whether their well earned retirement will 
be pusBible --  or whether they will have to end 
their years in the most menial and poor paying 
occupations or even emigrate! 
our best "security" iB that of ensuring °that 
these whom we elect to govern are • those best 
qualified for the task. Eternal vigilance is also 
the price of security.., the security for our younl~ 
and old, alike. 
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Thinksma. I 
byJim Smith 
D0-1t-Y0urself Fatality 
1 he late~l rage in d,-it. 
yr,ur~elfery is do;it.yourself 
home medicine. With the aid 
, f  a','ailable amateur medical 
zr, ar, uals. any reader can 
qui:kly learn to cure head. 
a:l,,.".,. ~et a broken arm nr 
take r~ut an inflamed sp]ecn. 
"l he attraction i,, obvious: no 
waiting in the doctor's lobby 
whi]o the neighbour's kid~ 
meczo all ovcr you. 
The only real draw.back 
to the ts=ond is that the less 
,wary do-il.yourselfer may 
wind up dying of a typogra- 
phical error. 
Something like that took 
place at tile recent First Mini- 
stere Cr,nfbrencc in Ottawa/. 
Pulling out the amateur coo. 
n,)n,ic med ica l  b,oks, thd 
I ' r imc Mini,,ter and various 
provincial prclniers agrccd Ir, 
"cure"  lhc Canadian ecrmo- 
my with a spectacular ray 
,,1 hipJ,.pricetl cncrgy deve~ 
Ir~ptulCtll programs ranging 
• f'r,ml new pipelines in Albcr- 
la [0  tidal p,wcr  dcvch,p- 
tnerlls in the Bay of Fundy. 
Unfort lmately,  the. First Mi- 
nistcrs Ibrgot tr) read the fine 
print in the ccnnmnics texts 
• and the country is in danger 
, f  being c l ,bbered byan  uu- 
nr)lice(J J~)of rlote. 
There have been massive 
capital investment projects 
before now. Montreal, for in- 
stance, suffered through the 
Olympic buildingspree -and. 
is still paying the price. Nova 
Scotia's economy was di,~- 
farted while the Glare Bay 
heavy water plant was under 
construction. The o'nly real 
difference •between these ear- 
liar pmjecls and the propos- 
ed energy development plan 
"[he problem ~tarts with 
wages. Large capital w,rks 
projects u~,e armies r)l'work, 
ers.al) of them Nid premium 
wa~'~. "rhcre's nlore feather- 
bedding here than in most 
ciffeMr~wn factr=rie~ 
Private mployers can't af- 
ford to match the high wages; 
unite' the government, pri- 
vate firms face stiffcompeti. 
lion from firms outside the 
country and high wages can 
destroy their competitive po. 
sition. Co,~quently. work- 
ere who already have jobs in 
the private sector migrate to 
the~ lucrative new jobs and 
some firmsare forced to shut 
down beeau~ they can't get 
enough ~illed help. Ironical- 
ly. with everyone receiving 
higher wages, local prices rise 
and no one is really any bet- 
ter off. 
"lhe worst part comes 
when the project is Iinklted. 
Suddenly, there arc no in,re 
big-dollar jobs. "1 he" workers 
can't go back to thcir old j~)hs 
because the private sector 
has been ravaged. Workers 
can't main lain their mortgage 
payments and lose their jobs. 
Uncmph,ymen t runs ram- 
pant. Suddenly, the once 
boc)mirlg economy nceds 
massive relief pr.grams to 
survive. 
What went wrong? It's a 
simple matter of footnotes. 
Huge investment projects 
can cure unemployment.- 
temporarily; the problem is 
what to do when those pro- 
jects end after damaging the 
private economy: The only 
answer to unemployment is 
an innovative competitive 
private .sector -- and that re- 
is ~ale: the energy projects qubes many more Canadian- 
would be larger than any- owned businesses. 
thing Canada has Undertaken l 
; .  ,h . .  ~, ~.A ,h.  err-,, . ,  I "Think smal l "  le an editorial 
, , ,  . , , v  i , . , ,~ .  • a , .u  . , , .  ~ . , ,~ . . . . ' ,  J r .eeeaoo f rom the Canadian 
would he multiples of the el- I FeGeraUen el Independent 
i Business fecl~experienced prevjgu.dy~ . .... ..... . . . . .  ".' .... , .... 
OttdWg Offbeat 
by Richard Jackson 
Ottawa -- One of the oddest sights aroumd Parliament Hill 
-- and things here are seldom routine, dull or even ordinary 
- -  is to see Conservative MP Ton Coseitt scrunehnd own in a 
pay-phone tucked away in an ohseure corner on the ground 
floor of the Centre Block. 
Tom Co,lit, you may recall, for years was the top Liberal 
organizer and power-behind the Grit-Throne in Eastern 
Ontark). 
Heheld high office in both the federal and Ontario win@ of 
the liberal establishment. 
And then, suddenly, elsht years ago, "came the dawn,".'as 
they used to say in those old Hollywood movies. 
. Tom Cumin, as day broke one morningback in 1973,in 
Brockville, beautiful ittle odd town, full of "old money" on 
the shores of the St. Lawrence, Just below the Thousand 
Islands in the United Empire i~yalist stronghold of OntariO, 
"saw Prime Minister Pierre Trudean for what he is." ' " 
That is a direct Tom Ceaaitt quotation. , 
And since that awakening, now goJpg on three eletinea 
ago, he hu  been seeing Pierre ' I~dcau in the most an- 
flattering and often embarrassing, if not to say humiliating 
118hi, 
Day after day/week in and month out, one Parliament 
following another, Tom Cossitt has been drawing a deadly 
political head on the Prime Minister. 
• NoOpposition MP, Cone~rvative or NDP has inflicted such 
damage to the public image of Pierre Trude~u and his party. 
Scandal after scandal Tom Cossltt has exposed. Liberal 
Indiscretions, questionable conduct, misdemeanors and 
worse have poured from Tom Comitt in an unending Stream 
of accusations. 
The liberals fenr and hate him. 
They have tried-- and failed-- dozens of times to howl him 
down in the Commons, 
But he kee~ coming at them with charges of misme and 
abuse of public funds, of outragenm requisition of govern- 
meet p'operty for personal convenience, of an astonishing 
empathy in High Places for Cuba's Castro and the keepers of 
the 10ranlln. " • ~ : 
The Liberals can rage and fume, but they can't stop Tom 
Cosaitt from damaging, if not uiUmately destroying their 
political integrity/ 
They can't unless they can find and plug his secret sources. 
Driven to desperation, the Liberals have been suspected-- 
and openly accused, time after time -- of bugging ,Tom 
Ce~itt and other troublesome Opposition MPa. 
Electrmie listening devices hevebecome so sophisticated 
.that even the RCMP can't guarantee an MP that he isn't 
!being overheard by Ubera l  caveedroppers.' . . . .  
Conservative Leader Joe Clark' and NDP' Leader Ed 
Brondbent have had their offices *'swept" for secret Liberal 
buli~lng devices. 
'. So have dozen, of rank and file Conservatives ann New 
Democrats. 
Little has been uncova'edi elthor by the / i~ i~;  oi' dec-. 
troelc e~pertacniled inby Mr, speaker James Jerome. ', 
But Tom Cossitt'e information hqs become m sensitive-- 
spies,'ooplannge, subversion, treachery end possibly even 
t reason- -  that his secret sources insist on stflctest, air-Ught, 
and ear-prnof safeguards. ~ 
There  may be rendeavom" bm never in his office -- 811(I 
phone communication-- but never on the gbv.ernment lines. 
And who oould trust the meils? 
"The HCMP could not gUarantee," he says, "that ! am not 
being 6verheard anywhere in this building.' . . .  
So he is wains the I~u,,~.ic pay-phone -- the only one in th, 
iCe.it ~ Blook-- "swept ' rqulariy for bugs and more remote 
Istanmg dovicsa and with a full view of all approaches. 
Tom Comitt mikes "Big Brother" nervous. ' ' 
.!.'. :.: 
: :  + 
Horn of Africa 
My 02' Wodh 
• BY JUDY VANDERGUCHT 
My two cents worth this week is going to be 
directed towards the working woman and one 
problem ~ which seems to be  paramount- 
SHOPPING. I may be WAKe in my thinkin but I 
feel the store-keepers hould be catering to the 
working girl. Instead, I fell I can't get any ser- 
vice at lunchtime- the time when I want to pick 
You get the picture, I am sure, without furthei" 
elaboration. And while I am on the 'beef' trail. I 
want to complain about all the "hot deals" I miss 
cut on simply because I can't listen to the radio 
every day. Why can't these deals be advertised 
in the paper as well as on the radio or advertised 
in the store a few days BEFORE the items go on 
up twoyards of brown material with which I am sale• I get up tight when I hear about certain 
stipposed to miraculously produce a presentable item I have been wanting but couldn't afford 
"bunny" for school the next day. Or a tin off selling for a more reasonable price and . . . , ,~  
hippopotamus toe nails for that special receipei about it when the items are all sold. 
for dinner. Or a speical anniversary card for Okay let us look at a solution. I know 
'yeseterday's' anniversary you forgot. I have salespersons have to eat too but there must be a 
gulped down my bologna sandwich and dashed way their lunchtimes can be staggered so that 
down town to shop, First I have to go.to the:bgnk more than ONE salesperson is on the,floor or,at 
and tak~ oct i~me~on.ey. ~ .U~,  t~ ~n!~ Lace. the ~nter  at lunchtime~ A~nore i, fable 'so lut~ 
the h~i l ia t !~n:o f~d ~: t~am:  g ~o~ng to ;:~to this nrgblem is to hav~ al~eve/di~ ef M~bdl~a 
get ifIWrit~ ~.¢:he~./What ilo;l;f~onemller~:~,~(~,i, ~;~l~,~,~ao ,.ho. ~,h~'~ltblb *~ i~ i~ '~!  ~ 
in front of whom stands f ive  disgruntled E"ve'ningsho-'"~m~i;ve"~'~""ular'"'Eve"~v sto're~ 
• ' " P JV '  D " J  ~ut"  • ~" customers clutching theft m .ca~gre sav3ng. I d -~n ' t  h i , , , , .  , , ,  o , , . , ,  , , ,~ .  i t  omdd h~ ataom=r~ .~ 
stand and stand and finagy I ask- could we have I w"=,l a I;"~;";"--h~tt'~"=~'h-"t';h'~" ~'~"b~'~'~'%°~-- i ]~  
• * to lunch . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  e - . . . -P  . . . .  .,, another  teller. SOrry they are  a l l  out • cares abo- t  . , ,he , ;  , i . ; . I . o . .a  , , ,m . . , , , i .  . . . .  , . . . ,~  
. , , • u w j |u l ,  • s488| l Jm IGIla~.~ Wa•A a&l~/~ usa  ~&&v& k 
I m not fussy I say.  I I I  take  theba ld  one wtth the to cho. , .o  , , .he, ;o . . . ,  . . .h ,  w , . , , ,  ~ , . t  ,,,, ~ ,!,, ~ 
heavy  eyel ids  sn the corner .  I am told he  m the a~. , , t  ,~,. io.,~, ,,r . . . .  ; , -  ~ .  i . . . .  I , - - , . -  o .d  ,m ~ 
• . ' . WV,  ~11~ iG I , ,A~ It#& ~ V | ~  '~ l ,  lU J i l l~ | |b | | | | l~ ,  us .~ ~. '  auditor from Vancouver. I leave and hope I will _ . __ , __  _o . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ' v I ©venu~ m snoppm 8 minus  cnuaren  appea ls  to  find a syrapathettc salesperson who will beli e e ,,ou ,,,n, it . -  ,,,,h , . . , .o , . . .o . . . ,o , . , . r  o ,  . . . . . .  . -  
.~m nat . ,~; . , ,  tn  lu . , .  n ch ,~ue that  wi l l  bounce " . ' " "  "'~" . . . . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . .  e~ . . . . . .  , . .~  a . , -  .--- .:--~,-'-:~.~ - - - . -  - ":~ . . . . . . .  . . . . .  patronize. Nothing is going to change unless we 
i n toner  nlgmmares as she sweam .ore net" |ettheshonkeen=,~L.,,,,,~,,,,..;;o.,;,,~.,,.,. :: • 
penance  m the shoe depar tment .  Z wa lk  rots the have  found most stores wi l l  l isten - and  in some~ 
store and I see two tall customers - no clerks, cases eft . . . . . . . . . . . .  
, , . tooo  ,~ , ,  o . , .  th .== o-d  = half feet h ioh and . ec~ enunges  ngnc away. ut  eoune your~ 
.-.-2"-:":a.:":".." . . . . .  : -  - _ . :'.~',~;" comptainu have to be legitimate - there are hiding l~Izinu me counter. ~'ormnam~y may some • , . . . .  areas where the store has httle control, don t have what I want so I can try another store ean~,inllv l .  th= m.,u,o,., o,^,= 
wherethey may have a salesperson. I enter  [~'~h~v~"a~ee~e'~i~e~'~rt  on " - - - " - /  
another store- good, I see one leaning against'the nrontertv on Lakm~ A,,.-,,o ,~,o " ' : , ,~"~"~:~ 
counter filing her nags, I rush to get the item, overactive =,onhe,',= n,=,.o ,,,o n .o ,  . . . .  .~ . . . .hA_  
o~u~ mmh h=~lr fn fh~ ,,mmh=r van oU,,na~d it oh" . o r ""'  . . . . .  " "  " '= '=7 5~t"aq5 u i~ 
- ,  . . . . . .  . - - . . - -  - - -  . . . . . . . .  "7 - -  o . . . .  , ,, v new sn0nnino , , ant , , °  wa  , , , , ,  . . . . . .  : . - J  - ~-  • 
left forlunch,~ need a can of Hungarian goulash, years hnolr9 
I rush to the Express Checkout. No-one there. ,I ~ W0UI~"~ZOU like to see an "-"='- " -  "----~ 
ask pol itely where  the  cushier is. It isn t litrenloo-,, =. . . . .  ,_..,,. , , ,  -,. =,,u.,v we p.a~e 
. . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ex-ress _t.__,__... • P u~J~. uU~gOUi ilinnK0 ~lL~n iunaersmno wny economical  to nave just an p cne~auut • • 
• we should agree to usmg plasUe over  wood pu lp) .  am told. So I stand behind twoheusowivea whose - , , - , , , ,  , - , .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  _~ • . . vu~. ,  zuu  use m Know me et tllat lum grocery carts look like they are feeding twelve noth;-" "-- '--,- . . . . . . . . .  Y.S - • p or-: 
' " " W . - -  - u,6 ,u s~ tmu ieei flKe a tomato and taste. lumberjacks. I t s  countao n, ~ nave eve  like "~'~'~ ; 
minutes to return to work and I still have to hit W'()~J~) someone like to tel me why I can't;:/* 
the POst officeand I KNOW I can't get service at find that perfect occasion card except two: 
the Pest Office in!five minutes. It takesme that months after I don't want it anymore? and So~ 
long to find out wlio is seliingstampa this week. on... 
. .  .~ . .  
I I I  
- t 
tr iter to Editor .lemony By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
Dear Editor, ,~ it and lower it to the level of The former Spanish island 18~---Nicholus I, the lren/, 
i .... the gutter. If it comes to a of Puerto Rico became a Czar ox Russia, died. i~ 
Jug  a word about our feeling of  shame and in. United States territory and lMI--The first U.S. baste .~ 
Indians. I think our:Indians feriorlty: only Indians and its residents were granted of education was founded I 
re host helped if they learn Whites who visit the bar U.S. citizenship61 years ago 
look  after themselves, andtheliquorstoretooo/tan, today--in 1917--when the 
without an Indian Depart- may have that feeling. The Jones Act reformed the law 
meet. You should sen how missionaries have been under which the Americans 
the office I~ere in Terrace is trying to teach the people to had ruled since the Spanish. 
expanding. If ! was an Indian stay out of those places for American War. 
(my relatives are) ! would ~ their bodies sake and for 
feel embarrassed and tell muehmore than that. ER  ~ CF, 
them to leave me alone. The 
missioaariesdidabetterJob. APin, l pve  you an idea J d ly a id  
But they are not theidddng ofwhat I believe is being a l  r 
post of the communists, taught a.t the Northwest • 
Somebody wrote in Community College. Labour General Office • 635.6357 Published by 
"Abor iginal  T imes"  Studies, Political Schience, Circulation. ~35.63~7 
(l~etending to be an Indian Aboriginal (Indian), Studies Sterling Publishers 
woman, but not likely so), 
"The early influence of the 
missionaries had instilled in 
m an innate fesling shame 
and inferiority. We-learned 
to he ash•medal our bodies, 
~C ' ' ' ' ~ . J L 
eta., taught by people who 
are in my opinion radieal 
leftist teachers. I think this is 
upsetting the peace in the 
North/Is that whatyou •want 
for yours•If or for your 
children? Come to  church 
The oEponite is true: The Sunday•rid hear a different 
story, a sound of love and missionaries, taught our 
Indians to be proud of their pease and forgiveness and 
bodies, They told them these acceptance. Seek first the 
bodies a re  temples of the Kingdom of.Gndand the rest 
Holy Spirit and' they m-  will be added unto you. This 
couraged them to wear. nice is still a fro country and the 
colourhd Clothes andjewelryl moice is your s, : 
for  decoration. A. person , Oh, Canada, we stand on 
who honors and respects her- guard f_o.r Thee". _: 
his own body will notmisuee Hill HOmuurM. 
1904, -Theodor  ' Seul:i 
Geiad, author of Dr•~; i  
books for children, was born~:~ 
t943---Pay.as.you.go in~ 
come tax went into effect in:~ 
Canada. ~! 
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Hometown Reds take on 
11 • • diao 1 braves m seml -nna ls  
I five samos, Jest in ease 
on didn't know and the 
diner of the series wi]l ~o 
qpdmt the winner of the 
|ounton, Prince Rupert 
dsy-olfa starting in 
I~wO'C 'R IPLEY  J' ' ' 
I All the sticks m ~ ~ _~e ~ of the Reds did A coach has to fit esch 
~ezer  and the punks have not falm' later in any of the individual into a. p~ltinn 
Iheen taped(keep it USht games against the Win- Where may mut  ne able 
Rip) for the Hometown terhawks, a team made up of mt only ~mpmn~t  esm 
iReds in the upcoming fir~ of Junlorewhoskatoslxhema. o t~_ 'sw~bu~_wa~k.  
ltwo semi.final p rom here week, and Who had never together as a untL the item 
+llldl weekend aplnot the less than three full Lines. ]o~_ to be in t~ ~dtioa: 
Bums take Brave. . , Experiunee is the best 3"nero m.no a ~  
The Braves are h~ not "teacher, some of the playarl nesen or m me arma~ 
~eaese o! their choice, but have it and the nookied wont room. 
fun to not heing able to have out and got it this season. "-.~eUn~ coach Dale Kumer 
he lee at home. H I were allowed to Nlect is no rookie to ceac l~.  He 
'l'ne Hml-flnsl is the beet an all-star team from the has attended several 
leaguel would select not less coaching clinics and has 
• Urea five p ley~ finn ~ ~._,,e~ml_ hockey for moat 
i,ii 
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, Third period goals 
• d e c i d e '  WCHL games 
"Twoof lourpmesplaynd'  condng from Ryan Walter, .t~)as-oi.atamu 
in the Western Canada Anthony Thomas, Dwayne noB. . . .~r~,  zor 
Hockey League Wednesday Londermflk andDlce, were rmn ~pence 
ciaht were decided by third- Dean Scibeim acored three Fritz and C~ 
period goals as New West; times for Broncas. Grant ,on. 
minster Bruins defeated Egkinchlppedinwithapair. 
Rqlna blues 5-4 and Seattle In Brandon, Wheat K inp Kelth Brown i~ 
Breakers edge Lethbridge erupted for four ,,-answered second-period i 
Broncos 6-S. 6gala in the second period Portland, setting u
Brandon Wheat ~ took ~ter  a H delldt, in the ~_m. . .~r  the thtrdverlod 
a second-period lead that 
held for a 5.3 victory over 
Bi l l~  nilpaorns and Vlc- 
toris Cougars and Portland 
Winter Hawks settled for a 3- 
S tie. • 
~n Regina, Scott Madeod 
acored at 8:43 of the tidrd pc. 
riod to ~ a 44 fie and 
~u .i~tted Vie- 
~d in the first po. 
g for Cougars 
scored the 
goal for 
p the dub 
Leave. 
Ter raee  
INCOME ~ t  -[,'Estrange na . .ever  He . , in  my oplnkm, one ~ ~i~!~'~ 
faltmai n his belial that his beck of a competitor and the :\ 
.ll ll -of  team would be around for players who are on this team ~ ~ ~-,~J 
these play-offs, are there because they wgm ~ give New Westminster Brcina the S4 win. + .. 
,i Havi~been outonallmb As with the other teams ~0-5~n~ern .  " DanSmyl, Randy Irving, .~ 
:Jell winter, or l~haim ffs the that are caUed fl~ ~ he The Reds deserve a lot d ~ ~ ~  ' ~  Doris Fistrlc and John d~'q l r31r i l~T1-mWle5  
Tim. Kolner . . . . .  [gh~af lo r thepmmthat I  lms gone with an much pem~ eredit for mak~ the play- . __ "He .~R ighta . "  Osrodalckaddedsini0cefor ~"x~N RI~J l I~ lh ' I I J I~ i  
IPormd,down at a urtain ta lestumare is that t rudy =qs and win orlcee they are " ~ ~ Y ~ * ~ ' : ' + ~ ] + ~ ~ : : W  ~ Bndm who held p~dod leads ~ +"~ . . . . . . .  
[home i w g,--,,m- ~--an-~i-~-w0rk hard and add mt~amlng. ~ ~ ~ "  : "  " : + N"~'" ' "  .  . . . . . . .  ~ .  of I-0 and S-g. f i~_~. .OgOg + 
]Ave...whgtever.. l i~cl(the' acmeezporteucefermceesg. Where ~ can one go~er ~ ~ , + ~  ~:~- ~ Gerald Minor scered twice ~.m~r ' ,~ .~,v J  . ~/;~-.. ~- + ~%e~ :lilmnetownHedsto win It in' i~-d~uT J -h~ve dine tw.  or three doUara ./:+'*~ ""~'~"~• , ~ ~ . +  " +~ ~ for ,Regina with Paul Hogan P SONAL AND SMALL BUSINESS 
• [tom" glides.. • . iwetl in local leagues of one their heads offZ Perhaps see ~i ~ ~  :! and James Pearson adding a INCOME TAX PREPARATION , s~~ + ~ . . . . .  ~"~ " . 
| ~l~Xtedswhowere.,~,4,,d !~Hdsd~_~ re,.beef is'the" aftghtersoetl l lwatch t e " : '~S '~~i+"  ~ ,:. : ~oelanch. 
host by far hockey in the .... ~, ,+ ..... ~ . . . . .  [ser~ lathe sesson by Gordy In Lethbridge, Lennnie NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY 
lcodmmea, were, aria" beati.~tbehockey,el.bha- ~prosramlastu f fed  : ? ~ ~ ~  +~- ~ i l  ~ :  ~+~' :~ I~='go~atS:4$oftheflf lrd ha l  ----- ~ ,~ 
ithree weeks or so the best taken at the ticket-booth for 
.|con~tloned team in the some of fl~s season, fuU of draws for p ros  facts • ,~+~. ~+~,~g- ~++: • winner for Seattle Breakers ~ .n  ~ 
pequn and Still are. The club exac, is well about the playet~ 811 of +~":' " ~,~ "' ~ ;~ ~ in their 6-S mceontor with Q J~ j .  ~ Up 
i It has been talked around aware that some of the wldeh make thdr homes, ~]~;. ~ ,• ~. • ~cthbl~O urnn~os.' Sl 
ltow~, you knew, by the °players pertormauces on hare. Visit the Red's booth, \ ~ : ~, ~ HOLD FOR VICTORY 
[laslart heckey fan that the heme ice was not in good take home a momesto of the +~-"~.~ ++~ ,~ +~ +:+i+   ,• , Breakers, who led 4-1 and A a ~  w & ~. I~.M.E .~ ~1~i~. 
peas wan losing games testa,perhaps, and they did ' pme and there is lots of h'as i:], I ~-z . . . . . .  ny permna, were ore- lm~Vm,  ~.~z-n,m-,~L+m.~m z~ v --:.o 
Iheelule coach L'Estrange suffer some bitter defoale on i~d, l~eybefore l toarout  ~+++ ~' :~+~ 
i~ not uain~ his bench the road. L'Estrange Is i ~ + = - - , + ! ~ i ~ +  hut held on for the victory. ~ .m2. .+- -+z-~Jm.u  mm+~,,o 
ImP,  that be was going hopefull that good lane +of here sereamin' "Go get ~ ~  ~.- --*+++ ErrolRausseledBreakers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
[with only the players who appreciate that one doesn't Em Reds" buy a ticket, ~ : ~ : : + + ' + +  ~ ~ . . . . .  
~!J . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I I  
. ,.,,, , , , . ,+  or ,,,,,,,,,o o , , , ,+ . ,  . . , . , , .  , , , ,wo . , , , , .  . . . .  ATTEND O--I  ' iwbatover..wellthcl~dswhe players or so and win heckey Ih-b-~ame dn"Sunday as :~ .,;,., ~,.. .  ~,., . , , , ; .  .+ .,; . . . .+ .o,..~,, [l~t most of the Ice-time and pme~. well... , Barry . . . . .  
Im now in good enough , , , , ,  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4-Wheelers OPENING. 
d drag "" 8,9 i l  . MliROH 4,  1978 
' Ke~ie  FoUl: Wheelers shoulder and lap belts must cof fee and Donuts served while 
wlllbestasenddrngSunday, ba worn at g]l times. No loose we d iscuss  p lumbing  
April 3, five mile~ east o~ objects are allowed in your  
Terrace on Highway 16. vehicles. " requirments. 
Ref0strntion will he frmn Spectators are welcome. 
13 to I and nicb~ will begin For ~er  t~orm.®, 0PENIN6 SPEOIALS 
at I p.m. ~ . . . .  635-3443, ask for Deryli, , . . . . . . . . . .  " - r "  . . . . . . . .  " I  
ll;b]trylesis$10perch'lver 8ENTENCEDTOPRm0N 4oh.  Wood I White Water  ] 
in the double dimination COLUMBIA, S.C. (AP) - -  
race. wKtch 8umutees a BuxerBobbyLesHontorbes Water Heater '[ , 01oasis [ 
,minimum of two runs for been sentenced to three 
each driver, years in prison after Gas end Electric I I 
+.,~ .Ts~phimwmbaprmantnd pleading fpdlty Wednesday Model NO. 40 " I ++. .  ,rv~ .~  : I ;"~ f~~.~+~ ito-u,chmme o~ assr~vam .. . . . . . . . . . . .  • ................... ~...... ~u ~,o , 
I I  . "J~.~ean+ch ~ t CHARL IE  BELAN,GER * ' . - . ,o i  
: -~ :  ~+'++.u +p"f++,,+ +as.,.,tandbam.'¥.-on+, i S l , ;O '  98 :  ; + +• ' " . . . . . .  i PLUMBING ,AND HEATING ! • +kteck+aedmi/difl~L ' ' :+:' '28, began .boxing While 
RoHhersg~requirndon serv.ing time for man- J - Ln . loHcn  I Whilequanfltleslaatl I " Phenol35.9319 
.open-topped vehicles ant slaughter in the early 1970s. ' . " . . . .  
become~-ch-- ~'¢-  ~th~g t o ,  coach  has been ' "A mJeon'" 'I JUa cut de HaaBle"' . . . . . . . . .  P h o t o  Contest• 
named to the new i~t d 
technical program co- 
ordinator by the Canadian A photo contest with the . Pictures will be displayed 
AmateurDivin8 AsnodaUon, .theme ,Outdoor ~'eat ion  in the front w..dmdow of Sight 
:effmflveApril I. ~6" will be ,spo~acred by and so0ed and estries can he 
' NAMED COACH Kermode Four Wheelers and dropped off at the store, 
: 81'. LOUB (AP) --  Bud Terrace Sight and Sound. including the photogrpaber'a 'Wllldm~, former 
University of Oklahoma . Humorous, Scenic and name, addressundtelepbene 
- fooUmll eaach, has be~ action shots can be mtered number. 
named head coach of St. ln standard photo size, dther For further informatico, 
Louis Cardinals o| the black and white or color, ca11635-3727. 
Photoe must be taken in lm.  J' ' ' " 
Natimal Football Leslpze. Winners will be decided 
CMdinals owner Bill Bldwi]l lumotm~d T J~ that during the Ket;mode Four DATES ANNOUNCED 
Wheelers Lab~ '"Day 
on Labo¢ Day W ~ ,  who has been out .m.. ,a. , ,  REGINA, ~CP) --  The 
of coaddag since he made an w~d~e~n~. SiBht and Sound Canadian national in. 
unascceas~ Idd for the U.S. Senate in 1964, will replace will donate a camera to the vitetl0md Special 0lym~ce 
w in~ photographer and 'for the mentally retarded 
Don Ceryell. the Four Wheelers will. wail be held here July 13, 14 
FIGHTS ILLNE88 - donate a framer-up prize, and 15. Harry (Red) Foster, 
FORT LAUDERDALE, Red Jim (cotfleh) flmt.i,L,',~ strange':' "¥ouwant a'try OUt. We pisya "trio 0 , T i~ .  is no , t ry  fee .d  "l)resi*nt Of .the Canadian 
l~.Hunter,(AP)New--York ankees' - - - "  . . 'no limit on pictures per Special Olympics, an- 
13.~million right-hander, person, nounced Thurs.day. 
° Shor ts  
.dally ~o~ and diet to 
,~t  a n~ly  d i~v~l ,  
'cads d diabetes for the next 1 9Bdr~ 
WON EVENT 
INNSBRUCK, Astria (AP) 
- -Odd IArhes, 21-yesr-old 
two yasm and then retire. Norwegian, won the 30- 
Hunter said he expected to ,Idlometrn event of the world 
map back from a mediocre blathlon championships 
9-9 seamen, brought en by a today, defeating East 
ahoulda' ailment, and have. ,Germane Frank Ullrich, 32, 
two reasonably good years, and Borhard ]Eh)e~a, 33, 
i l li 
11EMIAOE AIID DISTRIOT " 
HOSPITAL S001EI? 
" , . _ _ ,  
Annua l  Meeting 
rm-n j 
DATE: ,Wednesday, June 7 1976 Q ~ + ~L 
TIME: e:00p,m, I- ~ ~ ~  ~ I - -  ,LACE" Th.,re 
Caledonia Senior q i~ 
Secondary School 
• The business will consist of the election of members of " ! 
the Society, the election of the members to serve on the " m ,,i / 
, Hospital Board of Trustees, and presentation of reports . . . . ~  p 
covering the year 1977. " ' ~ ) ,? I+ 
In order to be eligible to vote, membership must be How about a course  in - -  Cartooning, How To Build A 
purchased before Sunday, May 7, 1978. Membership 
may be purchased at the following locations: Greenhouse or Metric For The Tradesmen. 
We are planning our spring courses now - -  If you want Mills Memorial Hospital / ' to see o course offered or think you could instruct one .  Royal Bank of Canada 
Toronto Dominion Bank Please contact Ms. Frances Long at Terrace School Board 
3205 ,Kenney Street,, Terrace, B.C. or Phone 635-4931 
-, v before March 10, 1978. 
f, 
! i  
,I 
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Nova Scotia rink on top 
a t  championships . 
, " Lli _l  anu IR, Ont  PaW the chots, downed ot a inb0 a tie for 'h ' .____j BylANMacLAINE - Nay wood of Rich_mon_d ~e viclory moVe'e~:: ;e~oto~l l : fd  S "MAR , " ~ ' ~ r w!o  said Columbia, a l ia  
• (CP) --  The pressure is Ontario 8-5 and Sas- ~e~ Se tze.; . . . . . . .  ,.=. M=., nm, ,~ 
•. ~ to show. on Penny katchewan, rep Y that the rink's at 4-4 with .~ ask " resented b Uo ~tin8 Itar mn'u ,r , ,~,,  . • . . . . . .  :..- 
Larocque, moagn it rardy Charlene Goodwin of m Mond.iy thon w~ sin the S. threerink J at 
i Saskatoun, drubbed Prince ,ty conce,n - was n evidence Wednesday . , - . . . . .  • -~,,,-.- m,i led her P E.l. am[ C 
' ~,., , . ,1~ I~  IU B I  ~!1" '~  Nwl~r -B IO~l~l l~  Edw Lrd Islana : ulorla ,-. u- st'P"-~°', dberta°:',l-~ zu=u.-,w,.";'~-" u . . . . .  ,,,. 
• Basl~ zofCharlottel !wn, 13-2. ~ Pa- - ' ' . . . . .  ties 1-7. _ New Brunswick's Bathurst tn outer idtes'noon 8amea, -,-ex~zu , 
T.V. 61111)E 
The victory moved Nova manitoba 6-3 and Alberta, 
Scotia into a tie for the lead Newfoundland and Bfltiah 
when Seltzer, ho i  l bia, ll t 5-3 .  
followin~ her third straight . New Brunswick was next 
loss Monday t t t  .ri~Zs t -  it  S atchewan, 4-
onlyeencern then asm u~ 5,threerinksat3-5-Quebec, 
n~ht when her Nova Scotia Edward Island's Gloria roll. of applies, guided her P.E.I. and Ontari0--and 
crew climbed atop the ashaof harlottetovm, 13-3. rink past Alberta, 11-6. Yukon.Northwest 
Canadian women's curling championship, foursome led by Karen Newfoundland tripped Sas- ENDS TONIGHT 
katchewan 7-5, by stealing The championship draw 
two in an extra and; ends tonightwlthopmtimes 
Manitoba downed the Friday should a piayoff he 
Terdtoflea 9-2, and New necessary to determine s 
All listings subject to chanae without notice. 
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Quincy 
News 
,News 
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5 p.m, to midnight 
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Show 
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News 
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News 
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CTV News 
News 
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World 
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Show 
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Show Minutes ': Final ,t,~o I 
lib ~1~ :0o Con t Live ~ Nightmare 
i -B  :15 Can't gO , . "The Party" Theatre I l 
I I  ~pv :30 Can't Minutes , Cant "Assignment l 
i l  ~ :45 Con'f Live Cent 
Saturday ,  Mar~4 ......... : ::--:,:-:::10-a,m,::t 6": ~ "m ; • 111 " ~ 9 .  .I g ' R O ~ ' C= 5) .......... 
:00 NCAA Basketball Peanuts and George Sesame 
: 15 Nevada Popcorn George Street 
:30 at Can't Kidstuff Sesame 
:45 Kentu~y 
:00 Conf 
: 15 Cent 
:30 Cont 
:45 Cont 
Open Golf 
Open Golf 
Open Golf 
Open Golf 
Open Golf 
Open Golf 
Open Golf • 
Open Golf 
Can't 
6ig 
Valley 
Big 
Valley 
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• Impossible 
Mission 
' Impcoslble 
C.I.A.U Sports 
C.I.A.U. ..Sports 
C.I.A.U Spoi'ts 
C.I,A.U. Starts 
Can't 
Cen't 
Can't 
Red Fisher - 
Lost 
Show BIz 
Cant 
Flower 
McGowan and 
CO.' 
Journal 
International 
Street 
The Black 
Experience 
Cen't 
Cen't 
CtJIture of 
Anc. Egypt 
Can't 
Can't 
Cons. Survival 
Kit 
French 
Chef 
~ I~ :00 S~turday. Movi e Cant . The War Years Crockett's 
15 ~eqleanr : , Conf ¢;ont Garden 
~1,  :30 Rutledge ' Cant Cant Daniel Fester, 
ibm :4S Cent Cant Cant . M.D. 
:00 Cant . C6C Curling All Star Magic of OIi 
: 15 Cent CBC Curling Wrestling Palntino 
_ • :30 Cmf " cat /Cur l ing  " Con't P.r:.. I~Pat 
: A'Bssketbal' " : '  S Wor'ld of " ~' 
L IL  :30 Cant Space 1999 ' Wide World of C.~'*, 
• - - I r  :4s c~t  space 1~ i" Sport ,. Can't , • 
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: .WESTBEND 
| :,:l-Dutch oven | | 17-peece Extra Heavy ..! | 
| Tri-Ply Stainless Steel 2 Sauce pans -" -| ~ ~  1-Fry?an ' : j 
| 5-Sta,nless st.eel : 
| egg poach,n 0 | 
| cups - 
| ~ .  , _.j.._ I-Steamer. |I• 
| ~G]~l i  ~ l-Doubleboiler | 
I I  • 
: s147.os = I ! • ,  
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/ 
6011901 and ANDERSON 
LTD, 
" I  was struggling, I was 
Overthrowing. The iirls (her 
front end) really kept me in 
the game," the Dartmouth 
Ladies Cur!in8 Club skip 
said following her 9-5 victory 
O 
Territories. 
The Nova Scotia victory 
over Donna Alexander's rink 
from Whir,horse lifted the 
Maritimers into first place in 
the ll-rink, round-robin 
championship after nine 
rounds following a third. 
straight Alberta loss. 
Betty CoRa's Edmonton 
foursome, which had all but 
bern conceded the national 
crown after winning its first 
five games, fell 12-7 in the 
evening draw to Newfoun- 
Wand's SueAnne Bartlett 
from Labrador City. 
The Alherta string of 
sctba~ks b~an against Nova 
Scotia'on Tuesday night and 
continued Wednesday af- 
ternoon when Shella Seltze¢ 
of London directed Ontario 
to a 11-6 :win ~ over the 
Albertana. 
Elsewhere Wednesday 
night, Manitoba's Cathy 
Pidzarko moved into second 
place behind the Nova Scotia 
rink when the Stony 
Mountain club tallied a 
decisive 5.3, seven.end win 
over Carnie Topp's Quebec 
rink• 
DOWNS ONTARIO 
In other games, British 
Columbia, with Heather 
McD~mott had the ninth- 
round bye. 
In the afternoon draw, La- 
Rocque salvaged a 7-6 vic- 
tory when B.C. skip 
Haywood failed to hit and 
held with her last shot in the 
10th end of a matchup of two 
second-place clubs at the 
time. 
Brunswick defeated Quebec wian~. 
10.3 with P•E.I. having the "M~t of their rinks then 
wa'e much older women," 
bY~ile results left Nova she noted. "Now they're not 
Scotia alone on top with a 6-2 ~ ticking shots in. These 
mark, followed closely by are really izood." " 
Clippers lose chance 
for first place win 
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
• Chippy play by Nanalmo 
Clippers cost then a chance 
Wednesday night o held onto 
first place in the Coastal 
Division of the British 
Columbia Junior Hockey 
Leegq~. 
doubled Nanaimo 6-3, 
scoring the first four goals on 
power plays as Nanalmo 
took 14 of 17 m~nor penalties. 
The Clippers trail the 
Blazers by one point in the 
standings. 
In the other game, Glen 
Merkosky scored five goals 
to Wt Kmmloopa Chiefs to a 6- 
5 comefrom-bchind overtime 
win over Vernon Vikinp. 
In the Interior Division, 
Kamloope remains fourth. 
now with 51 points, 13 behind 
Kclowna Buckaroos. Vernon 
is last with 16 points. 
In Nanaimo, the teams 
were fled l-I at the end of the 
first period but Belliagham 
led 4-2. st the end of the 
second. 
PACE BLAZERS 
Steve McDonald and Ted 
Boyko led. the Blazers' at- 
tack with two goals each, as 
Nanaimo 48-35. Ken Barry 
and Jim Binsett added 
sidles• Rob Clay,tie, with 
two, and Grq Adams cored 
for Nanaimo. 
In Kamlnopa, the Chiefs 
. led 3-1 at the end of the first 
period and 5-2 after the 
second before Merkosky 
scored his fourth goal to tie 
the game 5.5 at 15:26 of the 
third. 
He scored the winner at 
1:38 of the t0-mlnute sudden. 
death overtime period. Kim 
Hunter scored the other 
Kandoopa 8oaR u the Chiefs 
registered thir ninth eon~ 
socutive home-ice win. 
Scot Cosins and John 
Neeld each scored twice for 
Vernon. Dsrrm Halger had 
ofle. 
Kandoopo utahot Vernon 
46-38as the Vikings drew 
eight of 14 minor penalties, 
Each team had a major. 
In the only same tonight, 
Merritt Centennials visit 
Revelstoke Bralm. 
IT DOESN'T  MATTER 
LONDON (CP) - -  A sign in 
thereer window of a car lag- 
claimed: I am neither for 
nor against apathy. 
a difference Lino-A.Bed maim! 
LINE-A-BED is a molded liner/protector would be worth having just because it 
for your truck bed that's virtually inde- •makes a pickup look so good. And made 
structible. Because it's made of the to stay that way. lt'stough, easy to clean, 
same high-impact material you'll find in resists stains, and it can even be waxed. 
• football helmets and golf club heads. One piece protects the headwall, side- 
The purpose of LINE-A-BED is to protect walls and bed floor. Another slips right 
the bed of a new or used pickup truck, over the tailgate. One man can install 
to enhance its appearance, to insulate it in ten minutesor less. And the result?. 
the bed when it is used in conjunction Well, look at any pickup bed without 
with a topper or recreational equipment• LINE-A-BED, then look at one with• 
With LINE-A.BED, a pickup truck owner $ 4 5 9 1 0 0  can haul heavy equipment in it, carry 
strong alkali, manure, etc., without 
scratching, marring or otherwise damag- 
ing his truck bed• ' . 
Even if it didn't do anything, LINE-A-BED Distributors for . 
Torrao " Pnnoe Rupert .. o, Kifimt, , 
 T rrace Tdem Ford 
"'" . Sales Ud.  , .  . ! ,  : ..:. 
p • 
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Birmingh n's Hull stopped 
from m ng number 1,000 
"Birmingham Bulk had no 4-1. injury ranks and frustrated 
intention of letting Bobby Frank Benton led the New Eng]land with 48 eaves 
Hull score his 1,000th career Bulls, scoring once and Wednesday night. 
goalinthe/rrinkandthefasr keeping a -close check on' " Marc  Tardif, who helped 
of such an embarusment Winnipeg -'.right, "winger. ,keep Quebec in. the game 
helped them beat Hull and Anders Hedberg, Hull's with a goal and two assists in 
his Wlnnlpeg Jets 4-3 lie`mate, who did manage to regu~tion time, took.a drop. 
Wedueeday night, collect his ~3rd goal of the pass ~rom ~teaJ usouner ,no 
H.U needed three go~ to rosen in the first w~d.  • ~at.N~.~.~. and.s.~]]e 
reach the 1,000 milestone, Goals byPaul Hmdes'son, ..b~mmw~masmpsnot at~:~z 
10ut he Bulls allowed him Tony Ca~olato, Be,ton and of overtime for the game 
only one, bringing 'the DaveliknanngavetheB-,, /  winner. . 
veteran leftwinger'~ total to n 4-3 lead before Hull con-  ' Tardlf's two goals were his 
999, cotmtlng relular-scason ected for his 4~d of the 44th and ~th of the season. • 
At Edmonton, Stingers and playoff Scoring in both season midway in the final, goalie Mike Lint was busy 
the World. Hockey period. 
Association and National PRAISE8 GOALIE _ st0pping 41ehots while Peter 
IIockeyLeagne. Maurice Flliion,'.Quebec Marsh led the Cincinnati 
-,The Birmingham vlctory general manager andnew .scoring with two goals, 
ended Wlnnipeg'e record coach, was full ef wakefor .  " 'Edmont°n coach. Glen 
goalie Rich B~leur  w~,  S~ther .blamed his Injury. 
games.WHA winning streak at 15 returned recmUy from tl~ fiddled lineup for mistaked 
In other WHA action ... . . . .  " 
thai gave away the p ine  
after the Oilers had rallied 
fore  4-3 lend in the third 
period. 
The Oilers went into the 
game without defeneeman 
AI Hamilton and left winKerS 
Joe Mlcheletti and  Jerry 
Holland and then lost 
defenceman Dave Langein  
with stretched knee 
ligaments. Centre Ran 
Chil3~ield nlso suff~ed a 
bruised back and a bump on 
the head but returned to 
play. 
Claude Larvae scored two 
goals to lead Indianapolis to 
its upset win over Homton 
which remained one point 
behind third-place -Ed- 
monton. 
I/NIC 
HARDWARE STORES 
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VANCOUVER (CP) --  
There is a widening gap 
between the world's rich and 
poor nations despite the 
transfer of hundreds of 
billions of dollars to Third 
World countries during the 
past three decades, the 
president of the Canadian 
international Development 
Agency (CIDA) said Wed- 
VANCOUVER:S  
IEST HOTEL VALUE./~ 
,Do . . tO*  . " " ~ r "d ~ 
) 3! tics. r'?. ~ ] 
| Roof Top Dinihg . ~."~..~j~] 
}Su i tes  at Room Rote, ~:~.~:~ 
, R.r,..o,o, * 
} Ponoram ¢ V ew . "~r~,~ 
SINGLES: " from.S24 
DOUBLES : from $29 
EVERY ROOM ALMOST TWi t (  THE 
$~Z| OF AN ORDINARY,HOTEL ROOM 
1225 ~'06¢~3N ST. 688.1411 
VAN. SC TELEX 04507715 
PHONE COLLECT .. 
Music Publishing 
Gap between world's rich 
and poor Mder 
nesday. GET OUT OF RUT yem. that CIDA aid to the 
Phone 564-1303 
Res :  962.7514 
Pr ince  George  
"Some mistakes were 
made by aid donors in the 
past, but these are now 
recognized and changes are 
being made," Michel Dupay 
said in an interview here 
Wednesday. 
"For example, in the 19506 
and t9606 the general ap 
proach was to try to 
stimulate conomic growth 
in underdeveloped countries 
without always perceiving 
the distorting effects this 
could have on the recipients' 
economies. 
"Huge infrastructures that 
were put in place sometimes 
didn't generate growth. And. 
in some countries, the 
benefits of growth went only 
to a small segment of the 
population." 
Dupuy said the belief that 
the simple transfer of 
resources was the key to 
helping the poorer nations 
has been replaced by the 
realization that financial 
assistance is only one 
element of aid, which has to 
be much more sophisticated 
in its application. 
Record Producer 
Music Ltd. 
RECORDING STUDIO 
DEMO TAPES 
MASTER RECORDING 
RECORD LABELS 
."If the underdeveloped 
countries are to get out of the 
rut they are in, there will 
have to be some fun- 
damental changes in the 
world's economic structure, 
and a way will have to be 
found to fit those economies 
into the world pattern." 
CIDA's financial 
assistance to developing 
countries takes the form of 
leans (most of which are 
virtually interest-frec and of 
long term) and grants. The 
government decided last 
poorest countries with little 
ability to borrow would be in 
the form of grants. 
"In other countries, there, 
are some activities which 
seem better suited to grants 
than loans-- for example, 
financing feasibility studies 
or providing scholarships," 
Dupuy said. 
'qn.  practice, though, 
because CIDA's lending 
terms are so generous, there 
is very little difference 
between our loans and 
grants." 
No helpto 
feed hungry 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Major 
industrialized countries are 
not doing enough to" help 
developing countries in. 
crease food production to 
feed the hungry, Agriculture 
Minister Eugene .Whelan 
said today. 
Whelun said Japan, the 
Soviet Union and members 
of the European Economic 
Community and the 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries have to 
place a greater priority on 
helping poorer countries 
feed themselves. 
He also told delegates to 
the Canadian Fertil izer 
Institute annual meeting 
that food.producing coun- 
tries have to stabilize food 
production through inter. 
national agreements. 
Otherwise the food 
producers will continue to 
subsidize the treasuries of 
major industrial nations 
such as Japan "by assisting 
farmers 'who produce so 
much food it has to be sold on 
world markets for less than 
the value. 
The rich countries "get 
better off every time that we 
make it possible, through 
mismanagement o f  our 
pre~ction, for them to buy 
food cheaply on the in. 
ternational market." 
"Because of mistakes in 
production, cheap food went 
into subsidizing other, 
stronger treasuries. It's the 
old saying of the rich getting 
Hcher and the poor getting 
poorer all over again." 
...... TIF, RRIBE i•,:, ,
CHURCH 
Pastor Roy Taylor 
Sunday 9:45 • Bible Schoo 
11:00 PRAISE AND IN. 
STRUCTION 
Communion Celebration 
7:15 FAMILY OF GOD 
FELLOWSHIP 
"Faith Is" 
Wed. 7:30 p.m. - Bible 
Study & Prayer 
UPLANDS 
BAPTIST 
CHURCH 
=astor O.K. Hale 635.9398 
Corner of Halliwell 
and N. Thomas 
10:00 a.m. Bible Teaching 
Sunday School 
Ih0Oa.m Morning Worship 
Service 
~:30 p.m. Singing and Bible 
Study 
Weds. 8:00 Home Bible 
Studies 
"You are Welcome at 
Uplands" 
Saints will aid if men will call: 
For the blue sky bends ove¢ alfl 
--Samuel Taylor Coleridge 
"All his saints 
are in thy hand.., every 
one shall receive of thy 
words." 
--Deuteronomy 33:3 
\ 
~ n ~  ~ l l i~w ai 
o,u,o, 
Cor. Sparks & Keith 
Pastor Paul Mohninger 
Office 635.2407 
Home 635.5309 
Sunday School , 9:,15 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:0~ 
a ,m,  
OHUROH 
OF 
GOD 
3341 River Drive 
Terrace, B.C. 
638.1561 
Rev. R.L. White 
;unday School 10:00 a.m. 
Rev. R.L. White 
Morning Worship 11:00 
a .m.  
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. 
Prayer Service Wed. 7:30 
p.m. 
, i  
KNOX 
ureTER 
OHUROH 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Minister Rev. 
Dave MartyR 
~unday School 
Senior 12 & up 10:00 a.m. 
Under 12 - 11:00 a.m. 
Worship Service 11:00 a.m. 
ATTEND 
THE 
SACRED 
HEART 
.PARISH 
4830 Straume Ave. Terrace 
Phone 635.2312 . 
Jr!-* 
...... Meals . . . .  on~'-js'~ien~-hadWhee lunch at Skeenavie~, Lodge referredby their doctor. Terrace uu,,,mumty o~ . . . . . . . . . .  
Wednesday for a get-acquainted session with the lodge's new puhlic health nurse. For more information telephone 635- 
activity centre for seaior citizecs. AH seniors in the com-2265. 
welcome to to the c~,;xc if they re.nit]/ are come are 
India, Pakistan hunt for 
Mass killer of Sikh sect 
BOMBAY (CP) - -  police, as many as 21 
Forgetting their political villagers in six hamlets near 
differences, India and the Pakistan border have so 
Pakistan are cooperating in far been done to death by the 
a massive hunt for members gangsters. 
of a gang of mass killers, The alleged killers are 
According to the Indian identified as belonging to a 
militant sect of the Indian 
Sikh community. 
Among those murdered 
are a father with four of his 
sons and a woman with three 
of her children. 
The exact motive for the 
Religious problems 
e prevent marriage 
LONDON (AP) -- Prince law forbids the marriage of Margaret, the Queen's sis- 
Michael of Kent, lath in line 
to the throne, and the woman 
he plans to marry, German- 
bern Mrs, Marie.Christine 
Tronbridge, have consulted 
with the Archbishop of 
Canterbury to resolve 
constitutional nd religions 
problems barring thdr way, 
British newspapers eported 
divorced people in church, ter, had to break her 
Also, the political estab- romance with Peter 
iinlunent has been reluctant Townsend more than 20 
in the past to sanction years ago because he was all- 
marriages by members of vorced. 
the Royal Family to Mrs. Troubridge, the 
divorced persons. King daughter of German Baron 
Edward VIII was forced to Gunther yon Reibnitz, 
give up the throne to marry .married Troubridge in 
American divorcee Mrs. London seven years ago. 
ghastly atrocities is nol 
Imown but police suspect it 
may be linked with land 
disputes dating back some 90 
years. 
Police have denied press 
reports that the killings may 
be the work of memb~s of 
the Naxaiite Party, a group 
of Mac}st extremists. 
Four of the alleged 
assailants have been 
arrested. Some of the others 
are suspected to have 
crossed the border into Paki- 
stan. 
The government of 
Pakistan has assured all 
help in tracking down the 
gang. 
A report in the Tribune 
newspaper of Chandigarh, 
capital of the Indian state of 
Punjab, speaks of "terror 
and panic" in several 
hamlets along the India. 
Pakistan frontier. 
The Tribune said some of today. Wailis Wa~idd Simpson in Divorce proceedings started 
~ RP A spokesman for Dr. 19~; the victims were , and Princess last May. . . . grinned 
ur  Sunday Masses DonaldCoggan,,theAn~!ican ~ . . : .  .~. ....... • : (]own wnm mey were 
i " "  '" i0:1S dim. :/"-"~" mecUng,,but stressed: "We ~r '~nw~| . :~ ,~- ' )~  a .=,n=.~l , t ,  a-va-~,t ,m The New Ddhi edition of 
~L: ~" * ' ' ,  . . O : ~  ""' 11:30 ~am. ~ .... fllrther.'arcnot~eparedt0dlK'uemit q . ,d l . .~t l JUL J . - - J L 'O  ~L.,~JeJ. J .U" I~U' 'q~.The/ l ' imes  ot:India, ukh  
' 7:30 p.m. " "  "Some of the assailants 
i uvn  Mrs. Troubridge Is a ~ . carried flashlights with 
0 - 0 E H  I Roman Catholic who is aJ.V--=tlP~rlfEllrl (]l ' lP~l~urd ~ _ _  • ,~, . which they identified their 
waiting for final steps in her ~9 sleeping enemies before 
divorce from London banker shooting them down. They MENNORITE Tom ~oubridgu. LAUSANNE, Swi~]~. .d near Montreux. on Christ- carefully avoided injuring 
The 1701 Act of Settlement, (Reuter) - -  • cnarue mrs day last year. He was guests present in some of the 
THIS BRETHREN 
CHURCH 
3406 Eby Street 635-3015 
Pastor Dwayne Barkman 
10:00 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m; Family Worship 
Service 
ST, MATTHEW'S 
ANGLICAN 
4,2~GHLaUzeI~lo~AvH e 
• 635-9019 " 
Sunday Services: 
9:30 a.m. Informal Service 
Church School & Adult 
Discussion 
11:00 a.m. Holy Com- 
munion for the family 
AAl~le4arc • 
Y ; JU  ¢] . lTh ~,FIF 15TIOrl  
Education Hour 
lh  00.a.m.Famlly Worship 
Service 
7:30 p.m. Evanglisfl¢ 
Salvation Meeting 
Monday Night 
7:30 p.m. Bible Study & 
Prayer Meeting * 
Wedne, sday 
7:30 p.m; Ladles Home 
Lea g.~e Fellowship ' 
Saturday 
~:30 p.m. Youth Group 
FIIm.Corrle 
.Visiting Missionary from. 
Argentina.' Missionary 
Dinner 3 p.m. Sunday 
SUNDAY 
CHRIST 
LUTHERAN 
CHURCH 
Cor. Sparks St. 
& Park Ave. 
Rev. Rolt Nosterud 
635-5H2 
Morning Servlce lh00 a.m. 
Church School 9:45 a.m. 
Sunday School, Con- 
flrmation 
Youth and Adult Classes 
i 
W '  
CHRISTIAN 
REFORMED 
CHURCH 
Sparks St. & 
Straome Ave. 
. Rev. S. Van Daalen . 
Isunday School • Terrace 101 
a .m,  
iSunday School • Rams h 001 
p.m. 
i11:00 a.m. Worsh,p ServJceJ 
 0o_ Wors___.,p Serv,c. 1 
:;::::::::::: ~.~.~:~`~:~:~:~:.~°~-~.~'~--~`~-~'~.~:-~.~.~:~:~;~:~-~.~;-;~;~;~;~;~;+; ;.:.:,;.:.;.....,,.,.,....,,....,...,...,,,.....,.,.....,...,...,,............. . .  
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wliich regulates the suc- 
cession to the British thrcme, 
forbids anyone in line for the 
throne to marry a Catholic. 
If the 33-ycar-old prince 
does marry  Mrs. 
Tronbridge, 33, he would 
have to renounce his claim to 
the throne. They could 
resolve that problem ff she 
joined the Church of 
England, However, church 
Chaplin's coffin has buried in the local village 
disappeared from the grave cemetery on Dec. 27. 
where -the comedian was A police offldai in Vevey 
buried above Lake Geneva, said the coffin had ap- 
police said today. : parenfly been takon away 
A police spokesman told last night. 
reporters he could give no "The grave is empty, the 
further details but that a coffin has gone,', he said. 
police statement might be  ',Judging by the state of the 
him'.  " disturbed soil it looks as 
The comedian died at his though it Was, taken away 
home In Corsier-sur-Vevey, last night." 
The " _ ,-_ specml 
,in Vancouver  
Just $3;3.25  : !ili 
Per Person double occupancy 
From Jan. 1, 1978 to June 1. 1978 
3 days2 nites 
---PLUS. 
• BREAKFAST. 2 MORNINGS AND A FULL 
COURSE STEAK DINNER IN HY'S AT THE SANDS 
• wHO SAYS iT:TAKES A LOT. oF MONEY 
TO HAVE A GOOD TIME? 
FOR RESERVATIONS'* 604-682-1831 
/ collect... or  
04-51161 Telex 
ar  
V6G lWS , , Pl 
On Engll 
' . TED PRYSTAY MANAGER'; 
houses." 
Newspapers describe the 
killings as "the moot serious 
expression of vmdctta in 
Indian villages in recent 
years." 
Police said all the victims 
were also Sikhs. 
BOILER BLAST KILLS 30 
BANGKOK (AP) - - - -  A 
boiler in a plywood factory in 
this Thai capital exploded 
Monday, killing at least 30 
persons and injuring more 
than 40, police reported, 
Rescuers dug out other 
workers, mostly women, 
trapped in the debris of the 
onestorey building. 
TRY ACTING COMPANY 
BARCELONA, Spain (AP) 
- -  The army ordered m 
Monday that he director and 
five me, abets of a leading 
Spanish pantomime com. 
pany be tried on charges of 
insulting the military with a 
play about two executions. 
Thetrial, tostart TmMay, is 
expected to bring cries of 
censorship from liberals and 
leftists. Spain's actors were 
on strike when the six 
ber~of a.Catalan group 
e Jugglers were 
indicted last December. 
q • 4  0 • 
•tl l  ~1 h~s  I~m m ~ W~I, 
It's time to call your 
Welcome Wagon hostess. 
EVELYN ANWEILER 
' LM.SS11 or 
WENDY CLIBBETT 
,/,: 
: i  I 
i 
IThe tempting recipe for Bound Jumbo Cooldes Is Just one of the new recipes from "The l  
iPerfeet Pair", a new cookbook lrom Carnation Eveporated Milk and RoblaHood A.. I 
Imirnme Flour. 
I ~ Ph'otoSraph Courtesy of Carnation Company Limited) 
Prescr ip t ion  
system is. seens as an 
essential part of profeastonal 
service, rather than  an 
"extra frill". The idea has 
been endorsed by  The 
Honourable R.H. Mc- 
Gel ]and ,  Provincial Minster 
of Health,by Mr. Pat Tidball, 
Director of Pht~nacare, Mr. 
F. Willy President of the 
B.C. Pharmacists' SoCiety 
(The  voluntarY, nrnf~,mdnn~! 
kind andothers. The 
of this system hH been 
legislated into force in the 
Province of Alberta and in 
It has been proven that menoeo umt me .~epm~ ox 
pres~iption dr~s,  ff not Parian Profile Records :be 
properly used cause 
compications and suffering. • 
This concerns everyone, but 
especially senior citizens, 
who are inclined to need 
more medication. A method voluntary basis. 
of control known as patient Until the Collese legflates 
profile record system is an the madatory use of these 
effective way of enabling patient medication records 
pharmacists to monitor BY all pharmacies In this 
potential harmful drub inc- province, SPARC stroagly 
teractions. Under this urges that al l  consumers 
system, every time a demand this serviee from 
pharmacists makes up a their pharmacists. Each 
prescription, he will have persoa using medication 
immediately available a should take the respon- 
record of any other alblility to ensure that the 
medications that have been pharnmcy they deal .with is 
or are being used by the sefequardiag his or h~' 
patient, as •well as a health through the use of a 
background health in- Patient Profil Record 
formation- such as details of bystem. .. 
allersies, This is most .~.:+~.z+.:.;.';~2.+~:~.;~P:+.+~:~.~.,.::::::::::.-.::m 
important as  c~tsin drugs 
must be taken .in com- ROAD IB PROTESTED 
binations with certain other SEVENOAKS, Ensiand 
drugs, or the results can be (CP)  - -  Three experts on 
very s~inus-even fatal. Samuel Palmer, the English 
Maintenance of this record mystic" landeeape pa.inter, 
are cempaigning to stop a 
hlShway being built through 
the Darenth Valley," Kent, 
Palmer,s Valley of :.Vision, 
Lord David Cecil, poet 
Geoffrey Grigson and ar t i s t '  
Raymond Lister say th@ road 
would ruin the valley'and 
only save 10 minutes' drl~m~ 
t ime.  
men"or ' - -  .+  "I ' ' ' " "" I L Every .day  at.:'9:50 a,m, 
• ' '  . Oakley Park school in Barrie 
~ . slarts Jumping with an ac,, 
d d that the  keep ing  f. : tlvity r that  • everyone takes  
 b .+ part in-the "Oakley Park 
mademandatoryinB.Calso, Hust le . - : .  • ., . 
The Col lege  supt~r ted  the  . . . .  
priniciple of.Patient Profile The  activity is an eight-t0 
Records and is eneouraging 10-minute exercise period In.. 
their use by pharmacies on a volviag all 600 students, with 
students from kindergarten 
to Grade 8 : bending and .+ 
twisting to popular mmic. 
and ~lirections f rom the 
announcer on the public-: 
address ystem. 
Brian .Wiles, the school 
prineipal,  said: " T h e  
movements have to be  
simple enough for everyone 
but we're trying to ~et the 
heartbeats up to 150 beats a: 
minute and malntsin that for 
eight minutes or'so." 
The Grade 8 students have 
been schooled ahead of time 
on the exercises so that they': 
Imow what to.do on cue. 
. .+  
Younger students, who + 
may not understand the 
directions, need only fellow 
their lead. 
Stndants"run th rough 20 
exercise% some'of which ere 
roped, ts , dur ing the" nine- 
minute 6ustle, ' • • . 
- WUeasaldenthusiasm for.
the program has been .high. 
He said he feels strongly that 
two regular physical 
: " THE HERALD,  F r iday ,  March  3, 1970, PAGE 7 
Oak]ey .:Park hustle 
,+  . . . . - 
education classes a week are  dominal area,strength of 
not sulticient " for "+ e le . .  thigh muscles and back, 
mentary schoolpupils and shoulder and leg flexibility, 
hopes the program will com. "There are a lot of other 
Imnaate.. • ' things we hope to touch 
' Students"development will +subjectively," Wiles added. 
be examined in seven' "We;H.be keeping an eye on 
areas--abdominal streesth, academic performance, 
,heart circulatory fitness, attmtion span and over-all 
: improvement tn the ab-  discipline." 
~ - _ - _ _  - - - - - - - -  -: 
S MBER LODGE 
.WEEKEND SPEDIAL! 
at the 
SLUNBER LODGE MOTOR iRD 
Pr ince  Ruper t  
(909 3rd Ave .  W.)  
T rave l l ing  to  P r ince  Ruper t  fo r  the Weekend ? 
" We have  a"DEAL"  fo r  you l 
Two n ights  fo r  the pr i ce  o f  One. 
Reserve  y~J r  we l l  appo in ted  
• 2 bedded (1 queen,  1 doub le )  
room for  F r iday  and Saturday  fo r  the  
regu lar  oneday  rate .  
Two peop le  $30.00 plus tax  
Three  S35.00 p lus  tax  
' Four  S39 .00  p lus  tax  
Din ing  room and lounge 
' ' Cab le  - co lour  TV  
Close to  shopp ing 
I " " For  f ree  reservat ion  ca l l  any  s lumbe i "  Lodge  or  I 
: Ter race .  635.6302 or  P r ince  Ruper t .  627.1711 I 
i ',i Imemecllp~l'~cl~mrm,m.allomolm'~ol--Mm, ls, lm. ', 
!:;. 1" t  1 • • • ~ the s ta te  o f  Wash ington ,  and  
++"" Is a l ready  be ing  used on  a 
, L I Ie l IC lOUS rec ipe  Ior  ,+.'.m 
- '~=i . . '  - • • " " , " ~ Y P 
, , .+ i  . . .  , I  . 1 • l nB .C .  • .  a. ted nu ty  ca k ies  T n J u n e o f t h i a  ye iw,  the  t O ,++- , . .  o. 
+i" " ' m Person  o f  SPA I~ Soc ia l  
"~ , " ,. . . . .  . . . -6__ . , . , _  A ericanS buy appmxi- Planning and Reylew 
"~ :' . ,.~.'.'~'.a"u.m~__ _ v2m~v', • mately one billion dough:iuts Cotmell)submittedabrlefto 
~: . . . .  IMaleaaDout3~uo~en) " " every year.If your family~on- the B.C. Collese of Phar :  
, . _ . . . .  tributes tO that number, you macists, (the rofes~m's 
• +~l¢S0ltDUtter marprlne can'save money:by maknng disulinIInarvand re~ulator~ 
t '1:¢. a r  • " ' 's . . . . . .  , SI~ .. them at home. It fun--and Knd,~ q~ h~.laf . ~.m~nm. 
.o2 el~S,' ' ~ ' ' . ' , easy. ~ ' "~ ' J  "* . . . . . . . .  : " . . . . . .  
:~1 e-mnshed bananas  . r " ." ~ " * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  
q½ c undiluted Chrmt ian  Evap, Milk . " '~ ~ ,~-  : . . " ' ' tg  
~.-1 tbsp. v inepr  , -~ . . . .  • " q ~ ,  ,. . . . .  , .  , .  
tsp. vauma , - " ," ++ I .~ im ~ / _ , , , . _ __  
S34 cups  Robin Hood F lour  " " . :  .+ : • ? 19  r .  I- l "~k  ~ ,.---_. IN IF IA I l I I I~  .,, 
,~uphakmsso0a ..... " - • ' ; l~ l  I _~.4~,l-p i s i  - . ,  i 
A5 tip, p l t  --.;: . . . . . . . . . .  4( I ~  l ~ l  ~ I i~  . i~ lL~ l i~ l l _~.~l i~ .~" , .  "  - - 41 
• - • . . . .  . ,;  .~ +. , + . . . . . . .  ~ '~.  -. 
' . - , - - - ,  - -  , i ve~; i~ "~ .... ,. ' • ' . , i l l .  
and vanilla until smoothly combined .  .1~ / _¢ J  _~. :_ , . .  :._,.~o; . . . .  +. , 
' : Combine flour ' soda and selt on ,,-uare of waxed . . . .  4~ I L~ '~.  ~u~ ux t, tx~ ~tat~t ,axtu , t~, ,~ 4~ 
bur well to me.no. , "~ ' " ' ' " 
' +Add dry,  ingredients o banana ml~mre, .m~ ant t l  well ~" l -~k  ' : sect ion  are  two Terrace . 
blan~l. Stir in nuts, ~Ul dough I hour, . 4( I im " - ,hone numbers.  ' ' 
~: Drop dough by rounded toMespaon lub ,  2 inches apart on .1~ ~ _F . . . . .  . ' , ~. 
llghtlygreasedbakingahonts. ' -~ , . F inomem,ana~tonemyoursyouve  
Bake at 375 dugrees F. about 15 to IS minutes. Cool and .~ [ - -~ . . . .  won. . . . .  : " ' " ,iK 
host. • ' . k  [ i~  Pick up your  tickets at the Herald ~k 
~, " . ' - . 4( ~ . office r 3212Kalum St. . . . .  . ..~ 
: ' . ,  " " PENUCHE FROSTING , 4I *****vr~**~Vr~k~r~Vrt~**~rW*~ 
: .e  tbsp. butter, " .4( , . . 
+~:3 tbsp, undiluted Evaporated Mi lk .  " .~ if,,t4,1a;,+14m~.: p~q,  ere emJ4 ;~,uv~,  
c sifted icing supr  ' 4( ' " ' - ' " ' " + - "I" 
Melt butter in a saucepan. Add brown sugar, Buff I minute ,  ' ~ "_~- I~ " ' ' 
stli~ng constantly. Remove from heat, cool s l ight .  Add .~ . .- . - - , . -v , - -  . . • ~ ." .~- 
Milk, Beat in ining sagar gradually and eontinue to bsat until .¢ 4720 LAKELSE AVE.  PHONE 638-8111 .k 
smceth. Spoon ever ccoklee and top with nuts if desired. ' , k '  " ' 
ii:,...: " " . . .  +* SHOWING AT  8 P .M.  
,:.+:y :,.. ' Great  days  , ] Mlllell 4 Whio5 Wolf I|: Up . , ~ 
17 :, +C~ARY 
. I t  
(c~) - inc. w~t~.  demo~l, at the ; BARON O-1 : "  "+:  • 
~tora  In . the  mold of Adoll unaofthoSeeondworldWar "~ . . .  " " " , . . . .  ~,  
• ix i "~ .~u~, Bonito ~nsso~ and ~ not.mou~., to ~evant me ~ Ti'uok Stop Women"& Mammas Old| 
• JosephStaIIn died several spreeu e l  autocrauc 4~ ',. . . . . .  " ' , .'~ 
Yea.ago.,,b.ut ~ ~  ~v~rm~.an l .a ,  . ~ MAROH 8-11  . . . . .  " . . . .  + " ' :E  
men snotuo ne v~uant their ~y men, oemocraey m ? . ' • . • .. " : ,  ' ]~  
6heath.  , re,  not allowed to no guarantee againat In. ~ " " ' ' Bobby  Doed io ld  ' .~ 
return , ,  a .  former British competence or violence, .~ .. . * . .  41 
~.abinet minister says, against follow, injustice or . "k  , :  , ' , , , , '  . " " " ' . :  :" .. L:" .. • . 
~ '.'I.have no use for retm- oppression ... the battle • . H INUN'  41. ' ~• .... '" : : : ,  . .: :- , :': :~. 
~pactlon back to our finest between lawlessness and "~ '. . " .... ' 
lmtms, Lord Hailaham told order Is by no means over ~ ' . '_' .. , " ,  . . . .  ' . ,~ 
t~e s i r  Wins ton  Church i l l  s imp ly  because  we have  ,~ ' '  .. "F r inge  l l l l l l l l -  ++ + ,~ 
~o~ietyonWednesday._ .ac~eved.thel~.lltlcalid~.of ~ • '  , • ' • 
,:. :~These are the great days universal suuerage,'" ne ~ , ' ' ' • +~ 
~.Tbacenceptionofll_l~.tfl said. "There . . l s  no worse ,~ . . . .  , . .. , .~ 
' t~der  law. i s  not  stat ic,  I t  la  .p j ranny ,man me q~..anny o t  ,k .  , ,  ' '  , - : , .  . '.,~ . . . .  :.~.' .. . : ,i~ 
• ' c which can have l to  the moo or arucmate 4( moron  i1 ,1  '. " . . . .  : • "IX ~ . ;  ,, . + : '  . " . . I~ .  
t~adl i t~ce ,~and extmd,  i t s  minor i ty .  . ~ . , , ,,, : / : , . ,+ '  
" i~  0nlY.~ In thehearts of However, governments ] : ' m.d . . . . . . i . .  • ' :~  
mena~d ~;omen ~ieving In cannot .Ignore ~e rlshts..of .~ nmumevm,m .]~ 
~ts!~vftlee,~and.~applying. its nunonu~annomers,outmoe 4~ . :, ' " . 4~ 
~,~,ciplee" the mainstream of the .1~ • , , ' 4~ 
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There's  a s to ry  cir- 
culallng at city hall to 
explain why Mayor Ja ck 
Vokich hasn't been hit 
during the cream-pie- 
throwfng craze that has 
made Vancouver a messy 
place for politicians. 
Progressive Con- 
servative Leader Joe 
Clark, Justice Minister 
Ron Bsafo~d and provin- 
cial Human Resources 
Minister Bill Vander 
Zalm have been hit with 
variations on the basic 
hansun-eream. 
Halfway through his 
first term as mayor, 
Volrich remains un- 
sullied. That's because, 
the story goes, the ~rs.on 
waiting to cream him fell 
asleep. 
• Not everyone would 
agree that Volrtch is as 
boring a ~llticlan as that 
story implies. But even 
the 49-ycar.old mayor ad- 
mite that the ability to 
work hard, rather th,~ 
Personsiity, is his mt~st 
valuable political asset 
and the main reason he is 
also president of the 
Federation of Canadian 
Municipalities, (PCM) 
and the Union of British 
Columbia Municipalities 
(UCBM). 
Yet Critics say hard 
Vancouver Mayor less ooloudul 
Than predecessor AH Phillips 
is on trial at city hall and teristius is one reason' 
established himself as the why "unfair  criticisrc 
from the media" is whai 
work doesn't-com~mate 
for the leadership and 
direction Volrich has 
failed to provide in Can- 
ada's third largest .clt.v. 
LACKS FOCUS" " 
" In terms of supplying 
a vision for the city, he's 
not that clearly focused 
at all," says Ald. Mike 
Harcourt whom Volrich 
defeated for a mayoralty 
nomination in 1976. 
"He's' not the stro.ng, 
powerful mayor tna~ 
Vancouver needs." 
• Many of the to-person 
• council's ac- 
complishments during 
Volrich's first year--for 
example, the establish- 
ment of a fishermen's 
mer i t ,  pp_..the -'" 
coml~eten m conjunction 
with other levels of 
government. 
His more personal 
achievements include the 
appaintment of an in- 
dustrial development of- 
ricer, astablisidng a free 
downtown bus service 
and his success in ob- 
taining funds fzom senior 
governments. 
He also led a highly- 
visible campaign against 
shops selling sex 
makiug permanent a 
foor-day work week that 
mast fiscally con- 
servative member of 
council. 
Some critics say these 
• actions don't add  up to 
any definitive policy. 
'The man simply 
doesn't seem to stand tor 
anything," says one city 
hall repbrter. "He works 
hard, [hough sometimes 
to no effect." 
• HiS style--ak mayor is 
much more formal than. 
that of his predecessor, 
Art Phillips; Volrieh 
leans toward pomp and 
ceremony--he m led into 
council by a white- 
gloved, mace-bearing 
policeman, ~ hemakes 
~equent use of the chain 
of office that Phillips 
wore only on formal 
occasions. 
His formal speech and 
slicked-down hairstyle 
are easily caricatured. 
-"I can't help that," said 
Volrich in hia.thir.d-flo~... 
Vancouver  811(1 me nor tn  
shore mountains beyond. 
" I 'm not going to change 
my hairstyle or  my 
manner of spenl~ng :or 
anyone." 
Volrich, a lawyer, says 
emphasis of such 
unfmp.ortant , chsrae-  
and Rod sykes of Cal- 
gary-have kept a low 
profile within '[he FCM, 
he has found worst about and Montreal has never 
being mayor. Joined. 
While he might  not Volrich t.beroforo sees 
have it made with the any concessionfrom the 
media in Vancouver, federal government as 
Volrich is a hit with other pro~eso ~e . . . .  the 
municipal representa..nenuon~ an- 
fives, nouncement by Tran- 
He acceded to the sport Minister Otto Lang 
presidency of the UBCbi and Urban ~ Affairs 
in November, after Minister Andre Ouellet 
president J im Fraser was that Ottawa would 
defeated in the Williams contribute $230 million to 
Lake, B.C., mayoralty urban tr~.Sl~.rt, an area 
race. Volrich had already which Vomcn sees as a 
been elected president of priority for  Vancouver. 
the FCM last May. ~ "True, it's not as much 
"I  looked upon it as a as we had hoped for," 
clmuenge ana I was Volrich says 
pariiculatly interested "i~ut it's [he first time the 
~.is y .~ bec. a~e of the federal government has 
discumon m nauonal un- recognized a respon- 
ity," he said. • sibility in the field of 
SPEAKS OUT • urban transport 
Volrich has spoken out ,, , • • It s encouraging that '  on nationalumty, lobbsed k.  ,,~...,,~,, I.... :~ . . . . . . .  
for increased fieancin- .~ ~vu~u©,, .~ ,o . .  ~, 
t,,,. .,,. - i , , ; . ,a l i t l~s an~ into discussion. I t  
;~; ' , ,~"~'"~'~"'"% the strengthens the cred- 
CM ]Dmcyo~our credibility of the F . _~._ : .  , . _  ,, 
Volrich admits that.the o~umm,u. .  
FCM, as a national voice Such accomplishments, 
of municipal govern- however , ,  score few 
ment, has not been as political points in Van- 
loud as it might have couver  where voters are 
been. Some mayors- for  waiting to see just what 
example, former mayors Volrich has to Offer the 
stephen Juba of Winnipeg city .in 19'78. 
Boys "BuffalOed" 
CAIA]ARY ,CP , -  Three tme~rthed*hesh6ui(~xblade "Bat.~obsd~ed!~d 
16-year-old boys who of a buffalo experts believe the ~ - :..a d that its said . . . . . . . .  unearthed an ancient buffalo to be 1,500 to 7,000 years old. "It seems 
skeleton from the banks of "Nlchoiu atilt two i~lend~, back was nro-~. 
the Olenmore Reservoir five Lane Dorsch and BOo Sviee, k~:taloneXw~h~h psai dbatbh~y 
years ago can't find a then began a three-y.cor, s -* -wood bison, 
museum Intere-ted in dis- project that revealea belongect to - . ,  
PM it. ~i~they do, the yellowed another, shoulder blade, a was an unusum ~mu. skull bone, several ribs, Experts were unable to 
bones they have pain-  vertebrae and leg bones-- 
staldngly glued, painted and almost a complete skeleton, determine its exact age 
pieced together ~dl stay in The boys got some hdp withoutconductingacarbcn" 
Nicholas Jones gurage, from geology and mam- 14testwhichwouldbave cost 
Nicholas discovered the malow exDe~ts, at the boys $150. The $~00 th~ 
skeleton In April, 1973.' He University of calgary ana I have reeeivedso far through 
noticed a ~ece of bane universities and nature various donations has gone 
sticking out of the reservoir history museums across towards matorials needed to
bank and, digging .down,. North America. treat and restore the~bones. 
New Business 
Not listed in our 
B.C. Tel Directory. 
Listed 
Here! 
BOYDS BODY SHOP-635-9410 
TERRACE OIL BURNER SERVICES : 635-4227 
BOOK NOOK - 435-3081" 
THE HOBBY HUT - 635-9393 
THREE RIVERS WORKSHOP - 635.2238 
ALL.WEST GLASS - 638-1166 
Free - for ONE month courtesy of THE 
DAILY  HERALD.  
If you wish your Business 
Phone listed for your customers 
I 
Please Call 635-6357 
Thief cornered 
EDMONTON (CP) - -  Jm- 
Kieslk was annoyed. The 
Jo~ had been stolm from 
outside his apartment door 
several times in the lut  two 
weeks. 
So with the co-oi~adon of
his newspaper delivery boy, 
a trap was set. The boy was 
asked to rip off a corner of a 
certain page of his 
newspaper and slip the 
oornor.plece under the door. 
Kle~k returned Wed- 
nesday evening to find his 
paper mbming'again. With a 
list of subambers in the 
saIne apartment building 
and ~he corner piece in hand, 
he knocked on doors. 
i At One aParUnent he found 
a man holding apaper with a 
page. corner missing. 
Police said William An- 
thony Bierneaki, 21, has been 
stolen p ~  under ~X). 
B.0. Musio Box 
Burton Caroming prshemive, self.deprceat- 
folded The Gum Who in [ng,.. robbed . of the 
1975, it had become is per- swaggering anu.anonronee 
sonal bund~ and the name that success In the rock 
appeared to be dead and gume had brought hem,' 
Worn with the ~lndon of gone for all time. 
Now, like dozens of other 
rock l~ends, the name is 
being dusted off and tried for 
comeback power. 
Bass player Jim Kale is an 
the four guitarists who 
played with the ~oup after 
Randy Bachman leR..Gary. 
Peterson, the original 
drummer, opted out of the 
reunion and was replaced by 
Vance Masters, who spent 
six months of the last year 
touring with Cummings 
Kale explaIned how ii all 
came about: 
"Last Noveml~" a blend 
got Danny, Kurt, Gary and 
me together for a ene-shot 
studio session fur a CBC 
radio show. Even though it 
wasn't very good, it'. w~ 
better than the music any oz 
us were making separately 
so we decided to.go ahead 
playing together." . 
Kale is the anchor for me 
new enterprine and his in- 
terest in running the 
businessis an invaluable 
asset .  
8ELF -A~3RANCE GONE 
"We've approached a 
couple of record companies 
who are keen on hearing 
what we can come up with 
and the best booking osmt in 
Canada assures us that 
there's lot of work." He 
laughed as though e could 
hardly believe it himself. 
'Td Just llke to have some 
records on the radio again." 
The contrast was in- 
credible from the times 
when these veterans were 
flying idsh. They are ap- 
three •long days>In the 
recording studio, they 
listened to the music en the 
playback speakers, at a 
volume few living rooms 
could stand. . 
The sound is reminiscent 
of the various periods of The 
Guess Who, captured on a 
dozm albums. 
Four pep-rock songs pick 
musical flavors from here 
and there, just the way the 
old band did. Quaintly 
l~rased verses and pinini[ 
choruses about lost love usa 
found fun with high, choir- 
boy-gune-bad harmonies. 
They don't sound like instant 
hits 10ut might catch on with 
repeated exposure. 
SOME SONGS REVIVED 
Four guys over 30 are 
trying to push their way back 
into a scene notorious for 
offering only one chance. 
"Whyshouldn't we?" Kale 
said. "Even Cummings has 
said that with us at least it's 
real former members ofthe 
t~y~ instead of one guy 
to cash In. 
"We're together because 
we want to play together. 
We'll do some old Guess Who 
songs bat Just the ones Ktm 
or Donny or I had a hand in 
writing, ' maybe six, 
altogether." 
In the present state of the. 
Industry, coming out of 
Winnipeg with a .pop group is 
no looser a good bet for a 
step up the ladder to fame 
and fortune. But this Guess 
Who are an experienced lot 
and the chances are they will 
he heard on the radio again.' 
Recreation 0hatter 
• • I 
by MHIARON LOUGH 
As spring is quiddy approaching, the district of Terrace 
Parks and Recreation Department is planning a new soulon 
of Spring programs. To date we are planning to offer the 
followingprosrams; Archery, Introductory Social Dance, 
Black andWhite photography, Body Building, Feminine 
L:Xeauty and Health Care, Dos Obedience and Guitar. 
We are locking for enthusiasts to help us In the organisatlou 
and-or instruction of each: Cycling, Tennis, Arts and Crafts, 
Nature Study, Leadership Training, Cartooning, and 
Wilderness Safety and Survival. Your ideas and suggestions 
for additional Spring Recreation Prosrammes are greatly 
appreciated. Please call Recreation Programme Co. 
ordieator, Sharon Loosh, at 638-1174 or 638-1177. 
Upcoming Events include a film Night, and a Teen Disco 
Dance. 
"THE MOONSPINNERS" Us a suspensefui drama of on- 
triqus in the Romantic Isle of Crete, based on one of Mary 
Stewart's hair.rislng thrillers. This Walt Disney film, 
starring Hayley Mills and Ell Walinch and Peter McEuery is 
Izrilcaisrly suitable for families with older children and 
teens. We will be showing the Muenspinners on Friday, 
March 8rd, at the Terrace Arena Banquet Room, from 6:30 -
9:30 p.m. Fresh popcorn and refradunenta will be available, 
The Teen Disco Dance will be Sponsored by the Parks and 
Recreation Department, on Friday March 10th from 8:00 to 
l~:00p.m, at the TerraceArena Benquet Room, Admission is
~,00 per person, 
whatever 
your 
pitch... 
STRIKE 
IT 
RIOHZ 
P 
@ 
TAKE A LOOK AROUND YOUR 
4 
ATTIC, GARAGE, RUMPUS ROOM 
AND TURN YOUR DON'T WANTS INTO CASH 
AT THIS SPECIAL RITE 
• 5LI NEe" 5 I)AYS" 5 I)0LLARS 
I . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - . . . . . .  . . . . . .  -- . . . .  - - - - - - ' '1  Pr int  your  ads in the squares onthe  coupon. Be sure to include 
I i DALLY  HERALD Mail Coupon with aS.00 cash : your telephone number and leave a blank space between words. 
I Ch~lue or Money Order to: I Items may not exceed S250 in value. Price must be included in the I aRTRII[I: IT •RiP.H" i "Strike It Rich" Ads I 
! . . . . . . .  _"._'- " " " ' "  The Daily Herald I advert isement.  
I JlllL~ 3212 Kalum I 
: Please allow o~e s~ace between words Terrace, B.C. VSG 4B4 : Your  adverf lsemem wi l l  run for f ive consecutive days upon 
I i i l i i j i  i i l l  I*1 I i l l  I I i I / j i l l  i receipt of coupon and accompanying payment .  
i l i i l l l  i 11 i l  i l i i  i i J l l l  I l l l l  ; No cancellations or refunds.  ~, 
l l l i l l  i, I I I I , i  i l l  l i l l  i l l  I I I I I  I No business ads please. 
i' I I I  I I I  I t111  / I?l i I t i /11  I I / i l  i Advertisements must.meetthe Dally Herald advertising stan. : : O.r s. . . . .  
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: Turn Your Don't Wants into Into Indant 0ash I Take • Advantage of this-- Speciall Rate Today! 
I _  . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . I  
, l 
._ . . . . . . . . .  ,? 
The carnival attraction of dime-operated lephants i  oh- a local shopping Mall last weekend. 
viously ajumbo attraction for this youngster photgraphed in 
n. .  
i 
,, Plan Approves* Soven SmtmLogg . . . .  
• i ,; . . . .  ~ '~. ,  ~, :: ,.~ .... .~-- .., .~ . : . , - '  ' ;~ , . / : ,  . .  , - :', " - " • "~+' :~;  
./ 
The Public Advisory 
Committe to the Foresty, 
couver. The 'consultant's long nurrow..cuts will blend findings, in part, On a public 
report, . while not well. wi th the horizontal survey in which respondents 
signifleantly different from character of the ridged favoured " no logging" on 
the forestry's former hench-land. The relatively the range by a 2 to l margin, i
modified plan, contained small areas Of ' ' Over z,ooo s'ngnatures on 
detailed visual profi les logging.:.should not be  oh- petitionsexpre/ecd the same 
which indicate that the view trusive after the first opinion.• The' Committe 
of the four. clear-cuts greening." The logging will requested the~ hiring of a 
totalling 800 acres, as viewed nat be Visible from Highway landscape forester in the 
16. - event hat the Seven Sisters 
The Advisory Committe he logged. 
formed in the fall of 1976 to The B.C Forest se~vic~ ~ 
investlgute'opposition t  a modified the logging plan to 
1200-acre logging plan onthe lessen the visual impact of 
Seven Sisters, had submitted logging, and reduced the 
a six month Study and report area by 400 acres as  the 
to the B.C. Forest Service reaultofahydr01ogical study 
recommending that the requested by the Committo, 
range  not he logged to which uncovered potantial 
preserve its scenic beauty, run-off damage from the 
The Committee based its initial proposal. 
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from the north side of the 
Skeena River, between 
Kitwauga" and Cedarvale, 
will appearas two very 
narrow strips. Two clear- 
cuts will not be seen, the 
report says, and the two thin 
strips will be only portions of 
the remaining two op,mings.. 
. The report: added,. "while.it 
is regretted that the forest 
cover...is to he hroken, the 
representing the Hazelton- 
Kitwauga Banger Districts, 
gave its approval to the B.C. 
Forest Service on February 
7th to the latest modified 
logging proposal for the 
north slope one the Seven 
Sisters Mountain Range at 
Cedarvale. 
This proposal was the 
result of a -consultant's 
study, whose goal was to 
minimize the visual impact 
of logging on this scenic 
range. In cooperation with 
the Public Advisory Com- 
mittee the B.C.Forest 
Service contracted a land- 
scape forester from Van- 
Solving Quebeo's eoonomJo problems 
would solve Oanada's unity problems 
sentiments, he said.' But eco- 
nomic betterment was 
Quebec's greatest 
aspiration. 
The formal Liberal cabinet 
minister directed the  
remarks, at several in- 
fluential businessmen, who 
had present'ed briefs 
praising the unifying effects 
of the financial community. 
The Canadian Bankers' 
Association said: , " 
' For example, it is dif~ 
fieult to visualize how the 
By PAUL GESSELL 
OTTAWA (CP) --  Solving 
Quebec's economic 
problems may he the key tO 
national unity, Jean-Luc 
Pepin, co-chairman of the 
Task Force on Canadian 
Unity, said Wednesday. 
"Economies may be the 
way to solve what some call 
the Quebec problem and is 
really the Canadian 
uroblem," Pepin said at the 
clo~e of the first of three 
days of public hearings here. 
Euglish.Cansdians tead to 
rank cultural and linguistic 
problems ahead of economic 
Fatal Los Angeles Jet Air Takeoff 
Was to be pilot's retirement flight 
LOS ANGELES (AP) -- It 
wsshis last flight before 
ret i rement and Captain 
Gese Hersche was taking his 
wife along to Honolulu as he 
taxied the hig Continental 
Airlines DC-10 toward 
takeoff. 
Then a bang. Two tires 
blown out. Landing gear 
buckled. A shower of sparks 
from metal grinding on 
concrete. The plane careers 
the right, toward a clump 
of buildings. 
Hersche, who will be 60 
Friday, reacted in a flash 
Wednesday topull it back to 
the left and bring the huge 
aircraft o a fiery halt off the 
runway, but short of a fence. 
It was a manoeuvre that 
may have saved lives. 
But two passengers died 
when they scrambled over a 
burniug wing and slid down 
an escape chute into flames 
and 79 passengers were 
• Big Aotor is 
A 6ontlo Nan 
By BOB THOMAS , 
LOS ANGELES (AP) - -  
For a guy wha can project 
such menace on the screen, 
George Kennedy is a sur- 
prisingly gentle man. 
The 6-foot.4 actor speaks 
softly and rarely throws his 
Lh0 pounds around. You have 
the feeling that it wouldn't be 
a good idea to cross him, but 
still he projects an air of 
quietude. 
Not so in his new film 
Mean Dog Blues. 
"It's a return to the same 
territory that got me the 
Oscar in Cool Hand Luke," 
said Kennedy. "Except hat 
this time I'm the guard in the 
'prison eamp--the part that 
Strother Martin played in 
Luke." 
The "mean dog" of the 
title is a 90-pound Doberman 
named Rattler that strikes 
terror in the hearts of the 
prisoners. Capt. Omar 
injured, four critically. 
authorities said. Also injured 
were II firemen. 
Mrs. Hersche and the 
other 116 passengers and 
crew members escaped. 
"I think the pilot did a bell 
of a jab stopping the plane 
before it hit the fence," said 
passenger Robert Lyon, 41, a 
Los Angeles lawyer who is a 
private pilot. 
PILOT PRAISED 
Another passenger, retired 
pilot George Ambros, 61, of 
Hillsdale, N.J., said: "The 
captain c~tainly used his 
discretion well. Had he 
delayed two more seconds, 
we wouldn't have made it." 
When Hersche reversed 
the engines and veered to 
miss a car-rental gency, the 
plane tipped to its side and a 
wing banged against the 
ground, rupturing a fuel 
tank. Sparks from the gear 
apparently set the leaking 
fuel ablaze, Continental 
officials aid. 
"He saved a lot of lives," 
said Rick Dare', service 
manager for the ear-rental 
firm in the path af the out-of- 
control plane. 
"A lot of ~ople were 
afraid to slide ' down ( the 
escape chutes)," said Lyoo. 
"I had to kick the woman 
down ahead of me." 
One passenger, Deborah 
Garvey, 22, of Hawaii. said 
there was a "big bump" as 
the plane taxied and then 
"little pieces of the ceiling 
panel started coming down." 
"I heard the stewardess 
say, 'Fasten your seat belts 
tightly, put your head down 
and grab your ankles.'" 
VIEWED BY WORKERS 
Workers in airport 
buildings watched the drama 
unfold. 
"The yellow escape chutes 
pepped out of the exits and 
people began sliding down 
~ern." said Tom Spencer 
who works nearby. "They 
were screaming and running 
away in all directions. The 
flames were getting worse 
and worse, and the people 
were sliding down so slowly, 
it seemed. I was praying-- 
hurry up, hurry up." 
Many of the passengers 
were elderly persons on a 
Hawaiian tour arranged by 
the American Association of 
Retired Persons. 
The coroner's office, using 
dental records, identified the 
two dead passengers a  Carl 
Schneider, 76. and his wife. 
Anne Schneider. 72, of El 
Cajun. Calif. 
Continental spokesman 
Joe Daisy said many 
passengers hook off the 
incident and caught he next 
plane to Hawaii. 
DO UIE I 
THE llE qJ 
5goinG 
Kinsman (Kennedy) does a l 
pretty good job of that, too. A [ 
special target is a handsome 
y0ungs0ugwritcr, playedby. • We specia l ize. in  great:deals ; .: , that great  deal you've been ~- 
Grog Henry, who has been; looking fo r  on a used car. Check  over  our huge se lect ion and 
rallroaded toprison to take a ' then le ts  talk business.  manslaughter~ ap for a 
drunken politician.. ' 
Mean Dog : Blues is the 
product of Bing Crosby 
Productions (the late 
crooner sold out his interest 
years ago).and is being 
released by American Inter- 
national. 
AVOIDS HEAVIES 
For George Kennedy, 
Mean Dog Blues was a 
departure. He ordinarily 
avoids playing sadistit: 
heavies because he doesn't 
want his two children to see 
him in that light. But Omar 
Kinsman was too juicy a part 
to pass up, he admits. 
The actor has had a 
.strange history. Born in New 
York City, he seemed 
destined for a show business 
career. He took part in his 
parents' vaudeville act at 2, 
entered radio at 7, became a 
teen-age disc jockey; Daring 
the Second World War he 
served as an infantryman i
• Europa and stayed in the 
U.S. Army for 16 years. 
of the established East Canadians are too tied to  As information officer he 
through the national banking their home regions and was assigned to Phil Silvers' 
system." should be willing to be more Sgt. Bilko television series as 
974 JIMMY 
1977 FORD 
$46e  4 Wheel Drive, V8 4 Speed 
• sTsss  F260 PIOKUP Camper Special, Auto Trans., V8, Air Conditioning 
1974 MAZDA Pll)KUP::,=  S23951 
1976 DATSUN F10 , , . , . - .  snags I 4 Speed Trans. 
NOT RESPONSlBLE mobi le to f lnd johe ,  tecimical adviser and oc -1976 DODl~i : ,~ , . -mL, , ,v , ,  $5495[ 
Earlier in the  day, jonr- "Canada is still a country 'easionully played roles. That V8 Auto Trans. 
nalists and news media did it; He left the service and 
owners asked that they not where the spirit behind the started acting in Hollywood 
be held responsible for old phrase, 'Go west, young • mostly as  tough guy in 
man,' should prevail," the 
keeping the country to- cou(lell said in a brief, television Westerns. 
gether. 
West could have opened up 
as it did in the last quarter of Pepin said that, aftertrav, Such a policy wonld mean except for Paul Newman, 
the 19th century--and have elling across the country 
woes when describing the remained Canadian in the pres id ing over public financial ruin for ordinary our little prison camp movie Canadians wishing to travel, didn't have much going for 
causes of Quebec separatist velopment of the resources hearings, he has learned that she said. 
Canadians feel their national 
Cool Hand Luke changed l 2 Dr. 
ErnieSteele, presld'entof ~lange Chaput-Rolhmd, allthat." 1973 eUl0l I)ENTORY-'oto$28N[ 
the Canadian Association of Q u e b e c . "My biggest fear was that [ Trans. 
Broadcasters, said:"Toload noted that a brief frnm nobody would see the pic- 
national survival on .the Canadian NationalRallways ture," Kennedy recalled. 
backs of broadcasters i  a leaned tov~ards the usur-pay "That year (1967) was the 
i t . "  " " 
AUDITIONED FOR PART 
er  Shor -g tae  are not always Ea,'iier~, during the debate Kennedy had heard that Timb ' L - -  serving the cause of unity, on journalism, Pepin'stiffly another actor had becn set to 
. The group's regional criticized the English- ulay Dragline, the fellow 
Canadians complain that language news media for its prisoner who was Luke's foe, i,,=s m6allN ""OtiS--"R use  " theseinstitutions-r-, some of coverage of the air con-. thm hisaily, in the prison 
which were controlled by the trollers strike in, 1976 over camp. 
businessmen testifying at the expansion of French at  * But the director, Stuart 
the bearings--have failed' to Quebec airports. Rosenberg, assured Ken- 
• VICTORIA (CP) - -  scale unemployment by ihe  rod allegedly discriminatory Thenews media played the nedy the role hadn't been 
Forests MinisterTom early 1990s. freight .rates and regional story prominently but Pepin cast and asked ~him if he 
would mind auditioning and Waterland has termed as Hesuldashortageoftrecs di parityi "~ claimed reporters' became ~pg.  Kennedy didn't 
absolute nonsense a will also lead to en- The businessmen must he silent when it was learned 
prediction that a shortage o f  viranmentul decay, with a more / innovative in that bilingual air traffic The payoff came on Oscar 
timber will lead to high resulting loss 9f fisheries' strategies ff the country is to 
unemployraeat in the forest resources and reduction in remain intact, said Richard control was safe. night 10 years ago. 
industry in the next 15 years, wildlife habitat. ' Cashin, Atlantic repre- Richard Gwynn, Toronto . TheOscar brought "bigger 
Watcrland said in an intcr- , Waterlafld said: '.'We are sentative . . . . .  Star columnist, agreed, and money and bigger roles--I 
view Monday there will not making a firm commitment Sam Hughes, executive- s a i d was no longer the fifth guy 
be massive unemployment tothepropermanagemmtof director of the l Canadian reporters "are  a little through the dDor." 
in the industry because both the forests and intend on Cahmber of Commerce, ashamed" when they look He also has stared in two 
government and industry doing ourpai't.": replied that the federal buck on their fries, brief TV series, ,Surge and 
are i~onstanting adjusting aid t-e~ government had formed a In fact, tests to deterreinclair The Blue Knight. 
their, programs to meet The  ministerLs' ~ieral  group to develop such a the safety of bilingual a He Just returned f rom 
channing conditi0ns provmce ann m.e _ strategy. • i traffic control are con- EWpt and London where he 
m'..~,,~+ Do,I r.'~,a,~ nntd ~overnmentl W,spenu a + + ' tinning. ' + i fllmedDeathontheNfle, and 
saturday that poor Iogg~g ~e.at.deal~: °!~_~?~Ys..tg: *B~lkr.~y~!~?.~.hlLa~sn~,. 0,: :.'~ ."; . . . . .  : ' ' , .  k s.ta.rilng_ f i lm,  s .on T.he 
nracticea by the forest in- suvzemturm pratt . . . .  .-_. . . , - .. ; . , , ;  UOUDIe MCUUIIIn In tne 
h,,o-~'+.~"l cause a timber : t~diug and harvesting ol the ~unmess'~ounc,  on + ' South, i then comes The 
. . . . .  ~ - "  f rest c ros  National Issues, nasa Colonel in Munich shortage and create large- o ry p ,  . . . .  , ' . . 
scary idea." philosophy in transportation, year of the blockbusters and, With 
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Careful Remodeling P lan  "'"'"'"'"'""'""'"'"'"'"'"'""'"'"'"'"'"'""'"" 
Leads to Economical Result 
Planning is essential to 
the success of any home 
remodeling projc~t. A 
careful review of the plans 
and work procedures can 
add to the success by making 
it economical. Consider the 
problem of too many people 
for too little space, a 
common headache among 
homeowners. 
One solution is to move. 
But that may be  more 
expensive than adding a 
room. Another is to convert 
unused attic space into a 
spare bedroom or two, 
likewise expensive. Or the 
problem can be solved with 
a room addition. 
A little-used carport 
converted into an extra 
room may be the ideal 
solution. Since the roof 
already exists, all that may 
be required is to fill in the 
walls to get a usable, but 
inexpensive room. 
Considerable .savings in 
the cost of labor are possible 
if the carport enclosure is 
handled as a do-it-yourself 
project. But there are other 
ways to save as well. Usinga 
new wood framing technique 
known as MOd 24, which 
calls for placing studs at 24 
inches on center instead of 
16, reduces the framing 
lumber equirement. When 
window and door openings 
are planned to fit the Mod 
24 System, addi t ional  
"cost of framing lumber are 
possible because fewer 
studs~ jacks and cripples are 
needed. 
The Mod 24 method 
meets the Minimum Proper, 
ty Standards of the Federal 
Housing and Urban Devel- 
opment Administration and 
the major model codes. 
Research has shown the 
Mod 24 technique to be just 
as structurally sound as the 
tradit ional  method of 
framing at  16 inches on 
center. 
"I've been using the 24- 
inch framing system for .two 
years," says architect Paul 
Ericson of Topeka, Kansas. 
"I found it to have several 
advantages over 16-inch 
framing; better• window 
opening placement, better 
inline stress relief, simpler 
framing and substantial 
material savings." 
Local home centers or 
building supply dealers are 
good sources not only for 
supplies of western wood for 
framing, but for tips and 
suggestions on many home 
remodeling projects. 
A 16-page booklet de- 
scribing the Mod 24 tech- 
niqu(can be obtained by 
sending 25 cents in coin to 
Western Wood Products 
Association, Dept.  M24, 
Yeon Building, "Portland, 
Oregon 97204. 
savings of 15 percent on the .:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..:..~.x.¢.:.¢.~ 
Booklet on Dishwashers 
A idsKitchen Remodeling 
If yours planning a Information Center, The 
kitchen remodeling project, Maytag Company, Newton, 
keep in mind "that the Iowa $0208. 
effective cleaning action of 
modern dishwashers has 
eliminated the need for pro- 
rinsing, so the dishwasher 
does not have to be located 
next to the sink. 
A 30-page booklet  
published by Maytag on 
where to locate and how to 
instal l  a d ishwasher 
recommends that the 
appliance be positioned 
where it is most convenient. 
This might be near the meal- 
preparat ion  area, so 
kitchenware can be placed 
directly into the dishwasher 
as it accumulates, or in 
proximity to the dining table 
to permit aking the dishes 
from the table and placing 
them directly into the 
dishwasher. 
Several manufactu~rs 
sell kits that contain all the 
parts necessary to make the 
installation. Maytag makes 
such a kit available and, in 
die dishwasher installation 
guidebook, spells out step- 
by-step procedures for 
installing the appliance 
under a counter as a do-it- 
yourself project, 
No highly professional 
skil ls in electr ic i ty,  
carpentry or plumbing are 
required to install a 
dishwasher under normal 
circumstances, according to 
the handbook. It is merely a
matter of planning for a 24- 
inch opening in the 
cabinetry for the unit, and 
providing for access to a 
drain system and hot water 
line. Only hot water is 
s-.quired for p roper  
operation of a dishwasher. 
The guidebook is in two 
sections, the first explains 
procedures for an instal- 
lation that is easy to 
accomplish and requires the 
fewest parts. The second 
deals with methods of 
instaUation using more 
complex procedures, uch as 
cutting and sweating pipes, 
which require special tools 
and a working knowledge of 
Plumbing procedures. 
You can obtain a copy of 
the guidebook by sending 25 
©ants to the Consumer 
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FEB '77  
A TOO NARROW WINDOW can 
be a decorating problem, 
especially if it'sthe only window 
in the room. Turn debit into asset 
by extending draperies beyond 
window On each side, adding 
valance. 
~...> ~ .>.:. ¢..~ ¢.~.:..~ ~  ~ ~ ~.:. ~ ~ 
Paint-Tape Tricks 
Many decorative designs 
can be achieved with mask- 
ing tap e and paint. 
Try crossing strips of 
masking tape at intervals t0 
produce a checkerboard pat- 
tern on a wooden tray. 
Paint the tray a con- 
trasting color first. Then ap- 
ply the tape and paint over 
it. Remove the tape as soon 
as the second coat sets but 
before the paint is com- 
pletely dry to prevent paint 
from being partly stripped 
away. • 
NIGERIA ORDERS 
TRUCK8 
lONDON (CP) - -  Nlgerla 
la to buy more than g,o00 
Bdtbh Bedford truekeat a 
cost of /~t million (lee 
million). Bedford, the 
eonunerdal-vehicle partner 
of Vauxhnll ear company, 
add the contract ns  the 
largest yet won by the 
manulacturer in Nigeria and 
puta the republic at the top of 
Bedford export markets 
outside Europe. 
Remove any loose scale, stone or 
pockets of dirt from the damaged 
area and moisten the area with 
water. The surface should be 
damp, but not wet, so remove 
any excess water. 
I 
No need to chisel! Apply bonder 
to the area to be patched while it 
is still damp, using a brush or 
roller. Allow the coat of bonder to 
become tacky (usually 20 to 60 
minutes). 
FE8"77  
Mix equal parts of bonder and" 
water and add to ready.mix or 
Podland cement. Add =A pint per 
11 Ibs. bag; I pint per 45 Ibs. 
bag. Add water as needed for 
proper'consistency. 
Fill cavity with fodified mix and 
smooth surface to match •larger trailer rents space 
existingsurface, feathering •at  $50 monthly• Excellent 
edges with a brush. Clean up Mstarter property• 
• area and cover~.with, plastic, - . -- 
protecting area from traffic for - 
36 to 48 hours. 
- - • , .. • . " -:. EVENINGS " : " 
'635-6361 :! : :  : 635,2826" . . . . . . . . . .  Har r~Smi th  - -  : :,: . . .  
. . . . .  " : S tan .Parker :  ::: : : : , : :635.4031" - -  * , . ' .  : : .  l - - : : - ;  ' ; ':* : . : :. • 
: " ~-, :~ :::  .... :::: : . : :  ;: ~* ,  H e l e n -  
4611LA l lELSE  : AVE;  J o h n -  
Best Bet for Home Comfort: 
The.All-Electric Heat Pump 
A compact electric "box" lecting heat inside your .  
that cools in summer and home and transferring it 
heats in winter offers home- outside. 
ownersin many areas of the In winter, it heats by 
country the best available 
EXCELLENT VALUE in 
this near new three 
bedroom residence 
situated in Municipality on 
Dairy Avenue. Ensuite, 
fireplace, affached carport 
and finished rumpus room 
are Dust a few of IYs 
features. Asking price 
$51,500. i GOSSEN CREEK SUB. DIVISION On Bulkley II Drive, two bedroom home 
• on full basement. Gyproc 
• walls with textured 
!1 ceilings. Some finishing 
I required. Just over two 
I acres, has Iolnt drilled well 
• with registered easement. 
• Priced for quick sale at 
I $32,000. 
i :!40i PEAR STREET Three 
• CORNER LOT, Muller & bedrooms attractively 
• Clark Drive with two decorated, wall to wall, 
bedroom trailer which has extra insulation and 
wood frame constructed healing has been added for 
addition, roof and affached and comfort. economy 
• .carport. For revenue a Grounds are landscaped 
and fenced. Metal storage 
,building Included. Asking 
price 529,900. 
4936 GAIR AVENUE Two 
bedroom older home on full 
basement. • Oil furnace. 
ONE FULL ACRE with 
half in garden area, fenced 
with established trees 
around house. Priced at 
$35,000. Viewing by ap- 
pelntment. 
4637 STRAUME AVENUE 
Two bedroom home, 
electric heat, ~0x120 lot, 
some frult trees, concrete 
patio and sldewalk. 
Landscaped and fenced 
grounds. PRICED AT 
S2S.000. 
i 
283 DOBIE STREET " I  
78x191 foot lot w i th i  
flbreglass septic tank,= 
water and hydro, natural i 
gas runs pest property. _• 
Good location for CORNER • 
STORE. ASKING PRICE• 
57,200. Reasonable offers• 
will be considered. 
516,S00 - THREE:  
BEDROOM residence on•  
concrete rlngwall foun.•  
detlon. Situated on large• 
property on Queenswey. 
Electric heat. Ideal In.~ 
come properly as rented [ ]  
presently at 5200 monthly; 
5037 AGAR AVENUE Th!s: 
attractive ACRE has been• 
subdivided into 2 parcels. [] 
One has 2 bedroom home,• 
natural gas heat, two large• 
storage sheds pertly In,• 
sainted and wired. The[] 
other Is nearly I/, acre with-- m 
no buildings. PACKAGED i 
PRICED AT $32,000. Vlew[] 
by appointment. • 
• reversing this process 
solut ion to all-weather , 
comfort. ! J t  ;s: the efficiency: of ithe 
.~ ,,.~ ,, heat pumi) that appeals: to 
Called the neat pump . . . . . . . .  ~ . • . mnrty Amencans" oepeno- 
this heat/cool system relies . . . . . .  " .. . . . . . . . .  • . . lng on c,mate, geograpmc 
SOlely on Clectrlcny to take |n , , . t inn  onr l  =n . ;m- -one  ;(~ 
the peace oI a central at . . . . . . .  . can cost 30 to60 percent less 
cono]ttoner anu mrceo-aw" . • . . . . .  fo r  heating than straight 
furnace in new or extsung " . elcct~'[c resistance lleat. 
homes. 
More and more home- 
Owners concerned about 
future mean~ of heating 
their homes in the face of 
Uncertain availability of oil 
and natural gas are taking a 
hard look at the all-electric 
heat pump. : 
The heat pump cools in 
summer - -  like a central 
cooling system - -  by col- 
What about initial cost? 
Generally speaking, cost of 
such a heat pump in new 
homes is a l ittle more than 
that for a central heating 
system plus a central cooling 
system. In existing homes, 
cost will vary depending on 
the home construction, ex- 
isting ducts, insulation, wir- 
ing, and the like. 
Look no more. Here is a 3 
~udrbom bungalow, 1050 
sq. ft., fu l l  basement, 
carpets throughout, built.in 
kitchen range. The lot is 
landscaped and' fenced. 
Asking only $35,000. To 
view call Hoist Godlinski 
st 63s.§397. 
enue Realty Ltd. 635-4971 I 
IVEilUE, TERRAOE, D J), V66 1115 / -f 
~~: . ,~: ,~, .  ::>~] Three bedroom homa on Moving upl Drive by this 
home on Olsen Avenue. 
Features Include full 
basement with 3 bedroom 
suite, largo lot, 3 bedrooms 
up with lots of living area 
and cleeetoschoob. Phone 
B. Partitt for appointment 
to view. Pholle 435.4971. 
Three bedrooms, two baths 
and large lot make this 
conveniently located home 
• must to view• With over 
2000 sq. ft. of family living 
this property affords many 
unusual comforts and must 
be viewed. Call me today 
end lets talk homesl Kelly 
Squires 635.7616. 
Hall iwell in Uplands am. ,  
Has fireplace and carport .  
Extra room in basement. 
Asking $44,500. Call, F~ 
Skidmore 635-5691. 
sifoated in • preferred 
;.~:>*. neighborhood. Asking 
$47,500, For more in. 
fo rmat ion  call Horst 
This executive type'home Gndlinski 635•53t7. 
slts on one of the best vlew Owner Is anxious to sell k ~ .......... ,n . . . .  
IofsoffofWestvlewOrlve. this centrally located 3 i : i~~, ! jd l~  I~-~,Ai 
Rear of lot is nicely treed bedroom home. Full - -  J 
providing privacy. Home basement has 2 bedroom = ~ ! U  ~.~.  
Is large and features s ultewlthfrldgeandstove. 
beautiful full open beam . . . .  ~ ' ~ ' ~ ° ~  
living room with access to Yard is partially fenced Modern three bedroom 
covered patlonndfull view. and has a peveddrlveway. ~me in central location, 
4 bedrobms, 2V2 baths and Close to all faclltles. ~nly 3 yours aM, finished 
,other features. Present all offers•, throughout, /carpets, 
• fireplace, large living 
1 a~:re of land on Agar Avenue with pesslblllty of room. Asking $4t,900. For 
subdivision Into 4 Int~. gewAr And *.Aeafmr In fennt and eneppointmentfovlew call 
Hoist Godllnski. 
LOTS 
reatures sunken living 
room with rock faced 
flreploce. Good sized 
kitchen with breakfast bar 
end separate dining area. 
Garage workshop and 
treed beckyard. Best 
feature is asking price of 
bedroom home on concrete| 
tin•well. Attached carport i 
with ' workshop storage| 
| 
shed. Fenced yard and i
separate garden fencing. I 
535,000 includes frldge,| 
OTHER :: 
RESIDENTIAL 
RURAL ' 
OOMMBiOIAL 
i 
Three bedrooms, two 
fireplaces, sundeck and 
carport lust begin to 
describe this home. 
Located in the horseshoe 
area of Terrace and asking 
$60,004. Call Kelly D. 
A place for every member 
of your family. 3 
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, 
family room, 2 dining 
rooms, gemou room, patio, 
sundeck, carport. All 
tastefully decorated and 
landscaped. A good buy et 
565,000. Call Frank 
Skldmore at 4.15.$691 for 
more Information. 
Squires 635.7616. 
Approximately 3 years old. 
3 bedrooms, partly finished 
full basement, fenced yard 
and contrail location. 
Worth on inquiry. Call 
Chrlstel Godllnski 635.$3W 
for more information. 
Asking $45,000. 
This $ bedroom family 
home i s  priced at only 
$45,000. phone Christel 
Godl inski  655-5397 for 
appointment to view. 
Acreage iota, partially 
cleared. Good gravel road 
access, undulating terrain. 
Ideal for small hobby farm. 
Phone Frank Skklmore 
635.Nttl for Viewing. 
Five residential lots for 
sale In  New Hezelton. 
Corner properly close to 
• centre of lawn, one block 
off highway. Served with 
sewer and Water. Asking 
$1,000 per lot. Contact F. 
Skidmere 635.5691. 
~.eoar construct ion 
throughout end located on 
WestView Drive. This 
three bedroom home has 
many unique features 
which must be viewed. 
Call Kelly D. Squires 635. 
7616 for an inside Iookl 
locatndon Goulot. This one 
• is different, features a cozy 
Franklin• fireplace and 
beautiful rosewood ,wall in 
, living room. Asking 529,300 
including fridge and stove. 
Call Christel Gedllnski for 
appointment to v}ew 635. 
5397. 
• Well kept 12'x68' Safeway 
trailer on beautiful treed 
g0'Xl:10' lot. ~ Newly re. 
• decorated with Wall to Wail 
in living room and master 
bedroom. Features a 
heated porch; big sundeck 
double driveway and nice 
landscaping. Asking 
521,000 including fridge, 
'?y:.:nd c,/t, in,. ca, 
Cathedral entrance, open 
beam construction, ,2 
bedrooms up and 2 
downstairs plus fireplace, 
these are lust some of the 
features of this attractive 
home. Asking $47,S00. For 
more information cell 
Christel Godlinski 635.539; 
"ii 
Exceptionally attractive $ 
bedroom, full basemen! 
house in preferred area'." 
Close to schools end 
economically heated by 
Natural gas. Lot fully 
landscaped with fenced 
back yard. Askin 35S,000. 
Call Christsl Ondllnski 435. 
5397 for more Inlorm,;fl0n. 
older home is located closi 
to downtown shopping. 1"( 
view, phone * Hor~ 
Godlinski 635.5397. 
t 13'X46' Imper ia l  mobi l  • home on O0'x300' lot. ' Located on paquettl t 
Street. Asking $13,500." 
Cell Frank Skidmoro 635~ 
569i. ' ' i ' 
Let the tenant help you 
With the mortgage 
payment. Sldebatl)) side 
duplex with full lament,: 
2 bedrooms each, eledHc 
heat. A good investment 
for e young family. ASkir nu 
price 53%500. For furtfie~' 
details call Hoist Gndnn,k 
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right to classify ads under 
Ippreprlate headings and to  
rates therefore and to 
determine page location. 
• The Herald reserves the 
rlgbt to revise, edit, classify 
or ralect any advertisement 
~td to retain any answers 
dirocted to the Herald Box 
Reply Service, ended repay 
the'customor the sum paid 
for tho advertisement and 
box rental. 
Box replies on "'Hold" 
InItrudions not picked up 
within 10 days of expiry of an 
advertisement wil l  be 
destroyed unless mailing 
instructions are received. 
Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested net 
• to send Originals of 
documents to avoid loss. 
• All claims of errors in 
Idvort lsoments  must be 
received by the publisher 
within 30 days after the first 
publication. 
It Is agreed by the ad- 
vertiser requesting spat( 
thef the liability of the 
Herald in the event of failure 
to publish an advertisement 
or In the event o~ an error 
appearing In the ad- 
verfliement as published 
Ihall be l imited to the 
amount paid by the. ad- 
verftier for only one In- 
correct Insertion for the 
portion of the advertising 
IF, Ice occupied by the In- 
¢orred or omiffed Item only, 
and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
titan the amount paid for 
such advertising. 
Advertisements must 
comply with the British 
Columbia Human Rights Act 
which prohibits any ad. 
vorflslng that dlscrimlnatea 
agalnet any parson because 
of his rice, religion, sex, 
color, nationality, ancestry 
or place of orlgln, or because 
hl l  age is between 44 and 65 
years, unlessthe condition is 
CLASS IF IED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 52.00 per 
insertion, over 20 words 5 
cents per word. 
3 or more consecutive In- 
sertions S1.~0 per Insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First Insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after 
ad has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before 2nd 
Insertion. 
Allowance can be made for 
only one Incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pick up. 
$1.25 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon 
request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge $5.00 per 
Insertion. 
LEGAL- POLITICAL AND 
TRANSIENT AD-  
VERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
~l.00 per line per month. 
On a 4 month basis only• 
DEADL INE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
I:00 p.m. day pr io r  to 
publication day. 
Service charge of ~15.00 on all 
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIP- 
You are Invited to par. 
tlcipate in these Lenten 
noonday addresses to be 
held a t  St. Matthew's 
Anglican Church, 4726 
Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
• Time: 12:!5 p.m. 
Bring your own sand. 
wiches...coffee and tea 
will be served. 
Wednesday March 8fh: 
Rev. Stephen InDue, 
Hoida Griff in "Value 
Formation" 
Wednesday March 15th: 
Hilda Talstra, Bill 
Gedden "Values and the 
Schools" 
Wednesday March 22nd: 
Rev. Lance Stephens "A 
Christian Perspective" A 
Summation. 
Come and bring your 
friends bring a co. 
worker, participate in 
These discussions on 
family life. 
"FLEA MARKET 
Saturday April 8th - -  10 
a.m..3 p.m. Skeens Socon- 
dory School gym . 
Garage Sale, Crafts, Bake 
Sale, Bazaar, White 
Elephant Individuals and 
Groups Welcomel 
Entry forms available at 
CFTK or Sight and Sound. 
For further Information 
phone 635-9277 or 635-7959. 
Sponsored by the Klnette 
Club of Terrace 
MINUS ONE 
DANCE 
At the Masonic Ha11.4917 
Lazelle (next to United 
Church) 
Date: Saturday March 4th, 
8:43 p.m. 
All persons 25 years of age 
and over, single, separated, 
widowed or divorced are 
welcome. 
Information-63S-2094, 635- 
9649. 
36. .  •! 
FOR HIRE 
Terrace Girls Minor Softball 
will be holding their first TiONS: 
PARENTS iN CRISIS 
,~re you making your own 
l i fe and your children's 
miserable? Do you con. 
stantly yell at your children, 
or hlt them, or find it hard to 
control your angry feelings 
toward them? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving con. 
structive parent you really 
want to be. 
All Inquires .absolutely 
confidential. 
phone Mary or John 635-4419 
Jane 638.8302. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
items, toys etc. for their 
THRIFT SHOP. 
For pickup service phone 
635-5320 or 6~5-5233, or leave 
donations at the Thrift shop 
on Lazelle Ayenue on 
saturdays between 11:00 
a.m. and 3:00 p.m• Thank 
you. (nc) 
• Baby Clinic every Tuesday 
starting at 1:30 p.m. 
- Thornhill Baby Clinic every 
2nd and 4th •Friday at the 
Community Centrefrom h3C 
.4:00 p.m. 
• Adult Clinics - /~n.  Wed. & 
Frl., from 3:00 - to 4:00 p.m. 
- V.D. Clinic - 3:00 p.m. every 
Man. & Thurs. 
RAPE RELIEF 
& CRISIS LINE 
FOR WOMEN 
CALL 635.7558 
OR 
635-7721 
(ctf) 
PATS KNITS 
Knitting Machine Sales 
Lessons . Patterns - 
cessorles 
Ac. 
:, IuIflflod by . .a  bona fide.. No charge provided news • ,genera/ mk~eeflnMgt^ OnctN~t r~ch 
~ . . ~ . ~ l ~ l l f l g  q, .m~O ,, mg~t~ ~ ~, , , ,~ ,~ 2" MW" executive 
-~'hn'llng~uP!lsners I.I'O. pictures. News of weddings . . . . . . .  "J '~ 
Publ ished a t  Terrace (write-ups) received on~ o'clock. 
B.C. 5 days  a week  
Monday to Friday, af- 
Iornoons 
NOTICE 
19' HELP WAHTE, 
49, HOMES 
~ FOR SALE 
PUBL ISHER 
Don Cr0mack  
month or more after event 
SlO.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subled to 
condonsatlon. Payable In 
advance. 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhill & District 
Phone 635.6357 
CLASSIFIED AN- 
NOUNCEMENTS: 
SUBSCRIPT ION " 
RATES Blrths 5.SO 
Ef fect ive October  ! ,  Engagements S.50 
Marriages 5.50 
1977 Deaths 5.5o 
Funerals ~' 5.50 
Single Copy 20c Cards of Thanks. 5.50 
By Carrier ruth 3.00 Memorial Notices 5.50 
By Car r ie r  year  36.00 PHONE 635.¢157 
By Ma i l  3 mth  12.00 Classified Advertising Dept. 
By Ma i l  6 ruth 22.00 I I i I l I i I  
By Ma i l  year  40.00 ~ i  
YORKWINDS 
Senior Cit izen year  Terrace Concert Association 
20.00 will be presenting one of 
British Commonwealth and Canada's top wind qulntefs, 
United States of America 1 Ihe YORK WINDS at the 
year 51.00. R.E.M. Lee Theatre, 
Saturday, March 4th, 1978 at 
BoX 399, Terrace, B.C. 8:15 p.m. The group consists 
VSG 2M9 of flute, oboe, clarinet, horn 
and bassoon. This out-  
Telephone: standing quintet receives 
112.604.635-6357 bri l l iant crit ical acclaim 
wherever they perform. 
Admission by Season 
Membership or the door 
$5.00 Adult, $2.00 Sfudant. 
Eckankar • The Path of Total 
Awareness Presents a 
Public Lecture to be held at 
5112 Graham Ave., on 
Sunday the 5th of March. 
Time 7:30 Local Information 
phone Glen at 635.7469 (area 
mp) 33, FOR SALE 
MISC, There will be a Bee Keeping 
Seminar on the 4th and Sth of 
March at the Terrace Arena, 
Senior Citizens Room from 9 
o.m. to S p.m. The program 
will Include Instructions to 
baglnnor novice apiarists on 
the A.B.C.'s of bee keeping. 
For more Information please 
phone 63.c-6166 or 635.3564. 
Anyone who Is Interested Is 
wry  welcome. 
Coned Yarn 39c oz. 638•1409 
(c t f4mo- len ' ) /  . , :  ~ ;  ! . : - , _  ,~  : 
THE HOBBY HUT 
Ceramic supplies & 
neaded~ Meeting t ime 8 Greenware, a ir  brushing 
Y;B.C. Bowling Is holding a 
Rummage and Bake Sale on 
Nklrch 11 1978 at the Elks 
Hall on Sparks St. from 10 
e.m. to 4 p.m. 
Wld0ht Watchers meeting 
Mid every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
M.the Knox United Church 
HtJh 4907-Llzelll Avenue. 
Sponsor • TSC Youth Group, 
Event - Jr. Horse Show 
Date March 5 
Time - 10:00 Sunday 
Location Copper River 
Riding Arena 
Call Lynette Hehr 635.6694 
for more Infor. 
Anyone who has not yet 
purchased tickets for the 
May "performance, of the 
Royal Winnipeg Ballet 
coming fo the R.E.M. Lee 
Theatre may obtain them by 
writing lethe Terrace and 
Dlstrlot Arts Coyncll, Box 35, 
Terrace, B.C. V0G 4A2. 
HEALTH CARE FOR 
SENIORS A St. John Am- 
bulance Course You are 
never too old.to learnl For 
more Information, please 
phone Mrs. Carol Harrison, 
635.5842. 
Garagesale Elks Hall March 
4th I0:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. 
For more Information please 
phone 635.2425. 
~Keena District Girl Guides 
would like to announce the 
opening of a Land Ranger 
Coml~any in the Thornhlll 
area. Girls between the ages 
of 14 and 18. Who are. In- 
terested pleas'e call 635.3061 
or 638.1269 (eft) 
available • custom firing. 
You are invited to attend an 
address by Betty Greene, 
Past President of the Pro• 
Life Society of B.C., on the 
topic "Respect for Life." 
Mrs. Greene will be speaking 
in Prince Rupert, Kltlmat, 
Smithers, andTerrace. All 
Interested people are 
welcome to,attend her talk 
on Tuesday March 7 at e 
o'clock In Verltas School 
Hall, 4836 Straume. 
The Terrace Art Association 
is sponsoring a life-drawing 
workshop by Richard Yatss 
of Port Simpson, on March 
31, April 1 and 2 In the 
Terrace Library Arts Room. 
To register before March 24, 
write 4711 Tuck Ave., or 
phone 635;2964. Limit of 15 
persons. 
Terrace Minor Baseball will 
be holding their general 
meeting, Tuesday, March 
7th at 8 p.m. at the arena. 
McNeil St. 
(hlS-~J~3 
ABLE ELECTRIC LTD. 
Eledrlcal sod Refrigeration 
contract. 
House wiring. 
635-5876 
(clf) 
"GOLDEN RULE 
Odd lobs for the Jobless. 
Phone 635-4635. 3238 Kalum 
(cff) 
Found- 1 tigereye bracelet 
near the Herald. Collect at 
Herald office. (stf) 
HOMEMAKERS 
The District of Terrace, WANTED 
Parks & Recreation Full or part-time 
Department will be spon. APPLY 
sorlng a: Terrace Community 
TEEN DISCO DANCE Services 
Friday, March 10 4603D Park Avenue 
8:00.12:00p.m. Terrace, B.C. 635-5135 
52.00 per person (c20.13f) 
Call 638.1174 or 638.1177 for . . . . . . . . .  
further Information. 
32,~ BICYCLES, 
MOTORCYCLES 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Information phone 
635-2847 or 635-3023, 
A FREE Master Class in 
b#llet will be held In 
Terrace by guest dancer 
Maria Louis on March 11, 
1978 for children between 
the ages of 9 and 13 who 
have at least one year of 
knowledge in classical 
ballet. Children must 
wear the regular ballet 
dance wear. The classis 
limited and deadline for 
registrat ion wil l  be 
February 28, 1978. All 
Interested IndivlduaJs are 
asked to write to: 
Ter race  Dance  
Association, P.O. Box 
256, Terrace, B.C. V8G 
4A9, complete with 
Name; Address, 1Phone 
Number, Age and 
Training in Ballet. 
FOR SALE: Suzuki 1977, 
GT500 Black, with 880 miles 
for more Information phone 
635.2614 after 6 p.m. $1500. 
(I)5.6) 
LOOKING FOR FUR• 
NITURE? 
For excellent prlcea on 
furniture see the bargain 
floor at FRED'S FUR. 
NITURE LTD. 
4434 Lakelse Ave. 
Terrace 635.3630 
SECOND FLOOR (CTF) 
FOR SALE: 9x12 Wood's 
Tent, 2 - 10 speed bikes, 9x12 
shag rug and misc. Items 
phone 635.3904 (p3.3) 
FOR SALE: Combination 
record player, B&WT.V. end 
radl0 working order $50.00, 
~'.  Size Lhldeabed~ good 
condition 5125. 638.8421 after 
S (pS:8) 
I 
DiD YOU KNOW. 
Quesnsway Trading 
3215 Kalum St. 
638.1613 
lave A New Shipment oI 
• Bar type. pub mirrors 
• Pachlnko. Japanese pin• 
ball games 
• California grape tray wall 
hangings 
• Used hand guns 
• Furniture - Appliances 
• Much more 
Come in and 
Browse 
- WE BUY 
ANYTHING 
OF VALUE 
TRADE - SELL- 
-NEW-USED. 
~en 6days a week 9:30.6 
HI 9 on Fridays 
"Terrace's most unique 
:second hand store" 
! 
Experienced retail manager 
with accounting exp. Wife 
can do home care nursing. 
Willing to re-locate. Write 
for Information In care of 
Terrace Herald, 3212 Kalum 
Terrace, B.C. Attn. Box 1172 
(pl-20, 1-3, 1,8) 
The King of Dogs - Japanese 
Bear Dogs (Akita) puppies 
for sale - we have only 2 left. 
show qualities. Registered. 
Call to see 635-2993 (I)3-4) 
Irish Setter for sale. 
Purebred male. 2 years old. 
Needs lots of room and a 
good home. Loves children. 
$50• phone 635.5226 (c3-3) 
i 
KEYSTONE COU RT 
APARTMENTS 
Office No. 2 • 4603 Scott• 
One, two and three 
bedr~oom apartments. 
Laundry & storage area. 
Near schoors and down. 
town. Clean, quiet, 
spacious, security Iockup 
and patrol. 
Full t ime manager in 
resi~lence. 
4,11.S~124 
(ctf) 
I 
3 bedroom townhouse apts.J 
with full basements• I 
No. 111~.4529 Straume. I 
(ctfl I 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
4931 Walsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-7056 
New 1, 2 and 3 bedroom 
suites for rent. Frldge, 
stove, drapes, carpet, rec 
area, sauna and pool table, 
with security interphone 
and elevator. Absolutely 
no pets. (cff) 
I I I 
FOR RENT: 3 bedroom 
basement suite. Frldge and 
stove Included. No pets 5200 
Phone 635-5556. (,.'2•3) 
KALUM GARDENS 
3 bedroom apartment for 
rent, some with basement 
and carport, private en- 
trance and patio. To view 
see full time caretaker' at 
Apt. No.8 on Scott Ave. east 
of Kalum or phone 635.4841. 
(ctf) 
Clinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished 
studio or 1 bedroom 
apartments. Securlt' 
enterphone. Sauna. 
635-9422 
~8-1032 
WANTED: Back seat for a 
Blazer or J immy Truck. 
~one 635.2003 (c5.4) 
WANTED: 25 squares of 
24" Barn shakes by 
March 25. Contact R. 
Castro, Box 221, Fort 
Fraser, B.C. 
(C10•4) 
WANTED: 1 - 99K Singer 
sewing"~achlne. Good 
condition, phone 635.6357 ask. 
for Eireen or phone 635.4378 
after 7. (stf) 
MUST SELL AND WILLING 
TO SACRIFICE 
A well maintained con- 
dominium. 3 bedrooms, 
kitchen, living-dining room 
all completely carpeted. 2 
bathrooms. Garden space. 
Conveniently close to schools 
and shopping. Asking only 
$1,000.00 down and take over 
payments. For more in- 
to, please phone 635.5269 
after • 6 p.m. 
(C20.M16) 
1965 - 50 H•P. Merc outboard 
L.S needs minor repairs. 
$300 call 635.3048 (I)3-4) 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
SleePing rooms, 
housekeeping units, con. 
trol ly located• Full) 
furnished. Reasonsbh 
rates by day or week. Non. 
drinkers only. Phone 635. 
6611. (ctf) 
Owner transferred. Must 
5e11. 
Exceptional family-home, 
close to schools and shop- 
ping. Sunken living Room, 
with fireplace, sliding glass 
doors to covered patio; 
formal dining room with 
fireplace are two of the 
features of this outstanding 
home. Large kitchen with 
built. ln china cabinet Iri 
eating area, mud room, 4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, rec- 
room, workroom, and ample 
storage areas. Complete this 
home. Large lot has fruit 
trees, garden area and 
greenhouse. 4840 Welsh. Low 
60's. Interested parties only 
please call 635-3175 after 5 
p.m. 
(CTF) 
Northwest 0ollelllO offers 
two oourses in: 
Rigging for Construction Workers 
Topics to be studied Include: Wire Rope; Fibre Rope; 
Chain; Rigging Hardware; Reeving; Slings; Rigging 
Procedures and Precautions; Basics of Crane 
Operation; Personal Rigging. Each course will in. 
clude an on site project. 
COURSE A 
Beginning March 13 and running alternate nights 
March 15, 17, 21, 23 (plus 4 hours Sat. March 25). 
COURSE B 
Beginning March 10 and running alternate nights 
Nksrch 14, 16, 20, 22 (plus 4 hours 5at. March 25). 
Stertlng dates: March 10 and 13 
Time: 6 • 10 p.m. 5 classroom sessions and 1 on site 
Prelect 
Fee: 530 
Instructor: Mr. D. Gallagher 
Location: Northwest College, Terrace, Room 105 
Registration: Dally, at the CollegeS:00 a.m, • 4:00 p.m. 
MUST SELL: '1157 sq. ft. 
home with 3 bedrooms, full 
basement, fireplace, double 
carport and wall to wall 
carpets. Phone 635.4477. 
(p20-m11) 
HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 
bedroom w.w carpet, 
fireplace, attached garage, 
on a large fenced lot. Phone 
635-5172. 
(Pig-7) 
3 bedroom cozy home for 
sale. 1945 Bobslen Crescent. 
Phone 635-3802. Reasonable 
priced. (c6-7) 
FOR SALE: 4 bedroom 
home with finished 
basement fireplace, large 
lot, close to schools• Phone 
635.2601.- 
(C20.M16) 
FOR SALE: By owner, 3 
bedroom duplex dwelling. 
Full basement, oak floor, 
double lot, landscaped, good 
location. Low taxes. Phone 
635.3463 after six p.m. 
(CM&F) 
FOR SALE:  4 bedroom 
home. ~ le t  street on bench. 
2 fireplaces, carport• Large 
fenced backyard. Phone 635- 
9340 after 5 p.m. (c6.8) 
Columbia View Lodge 
TRAIL, B.C. 
An 84 bed intermediate care facility requires the 
services of a PROGRAM DIRECTOR 
(Director of Nursing) 
The successful applicant will preferably be registered 
under beth the R.N.A.B.C. and the R.P.N.A.B.C. Acts or 
eligible for registration under both acts. He•She will also 
preferably have a recognized course in administration 
or a clinical specialty In Gerontological Care. This 
senior position within our facility carries with it the 
responsibility for directing the resident care services, 
Initlatlon and coordination of new programs, new Ideas, 
and administers an on going In service education 
program for all levels of staff. 
Please reply by March 10, 1978. Submitting a com- 
prehension resume to: 
MR. GOROON GALBRAITH 
Administrator 
Columbia View Lodge 
2920 Laburnum Drive 
Trail, B.C. 
V1R 4N2 
" d 
L06S FOR SALE 
APPL ICAT ION NUMBER 3817 
0)3  SPRUCE S/L 
Total Volume - 11,241 cubic 
Log Average - 288 
Location. Terrace 
: APPL ICAT ION NUMBER3818~ ~'~o 
~ ~"~ " O)3 ;SPRUCE S/L. ' * .... " ~ "~ ~" 
Total Volume -85,179 cubic 
Log Average - 297 
Looation- Terrace 
For further Information contact: 
INDIAN HEAD TRADING 00. LTD. 
501 - 2695 Granville St., Vancouver, D.C. 
TELEPHONE 7344556 
A MEAL FOR TWO to the sum 
of $10.00 has been donated 
I 
! 
I to the HERALD CARRIER ! 
I 
1 
t OF THE MONTH compliments 
I 
I 
I 
i of: 
=0 I DAIRY QUEEH I 4632 LAKELSE i orgzler, 
u i i i  i im i  i i i  i n l  m i i  i i  u u l I  i l l  m i i i m i i i  
BrFP 
BRITISH COLUMBIA FOREST 
PRODUCTS LIMITED 
Crofton Pulp and Paper Division 
has a vacancy for a 
SAWFILER 
Applicants should have a minimum of 5 years ex. 
parlance in aii phases of sawfiling, which includes 
Bandsaws and Round saws, and be capable of relieving 
the Number I Sawfller as required. 
The Filing Room is a recently constructed well. 
equipped Shop that operates Day Shift only. 
Relocation assistance wil l  be provided for the suc- 
cessful applicant. 
Written applications outlining vocational training aml 
work experience should be directed to: 
*Employment Supervisor 
British Columbia Forest Products Limited 
Croflon Pulp and Paper Division 
Croflee, B.C. 
VOR IRO 
•/  
PAOk 12, THE HERALD, Frlday, March 3, 1978 
Reliable family wishes to 
rent 3 bedroom, clean home 
for occupancy March 15 
phone 635-2305" (p3-3) 
 EEB 
RETIRING? 
Adult.oriented, factory- 
bu i l t  hous ing  
developments on 
Vancouver I s land-  
Lower Mainland and 
Okanagan Valley. Into. 
Box 4OO2, Sin. A, Vic- 
toria, B.C,; or Rox 882, 
Summerland, B.C. ~ 
CTF.M31 
FOR SALE BY BID: Goods 
and chattel of Copper 
Mountain Automotive Ltd. 
Situated at 208 Skinner Ave., 
Terrace. For appolnfment to 
view contact Mrs. Lewis at 
635~26 or 632-3141. 
61ds to be submitted In 
writing to Security Bailiff 
Ltd., Box 222, Kltlmat. (cS.8) 
447 Skarra with no 
motor...make an offer. 
Phone 635-5450. 
• (C3-4) 
FOR SALE: 9V~ acres V~ 
mile north of town. Spring 
creek on property. ~ Power 
available. Road starter. 
Phone (after 6) 635-4094 (ctf 
t&f) 
-56, BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 
I 
CEDAR Fence pests, $2.50 
each delivered. All proceeds 
to Terrace Minor Hockey 
Travel Fund. Call MacGillis 
and Gibbs 635-2277 and place 
your order. 
Stuff Envelopes $23.00 per 
(possible). informaUon.: 3) 
lse00nd Self Addressed ~ - -  - ' • : :-- _ _ _ - - -~  
Stamped Envelope to J&G , MOVING??? 
General Agencies Ltd., Box CHECK BUDGET'S LOW 
590, Peachlan(J, B.C. V0H ONE.WAYTRUCKRATES 
lX0. (p20.1) 
INSULATION FRANCHISE 
AND EQUI PMENT 
AREA: Prince Rupert, 
Terrace, Kltimat Northcoast 
EQUIPMENT: Complete 
units for blown loose-fill and 
foamed.in-placa insulation. 
All tools and new truck. 
Owner.wil l  train. • Low 
overhead and an Ideal side 
line or fulltime business for 
under $1&080. Phone 624- 
4101 p.m. or write L. Knutsun 
S7S.Sth Ave,, E. Prince 
Rupert. (p10.12) 
TRUCKS for sale. 56 Dodge 
pick-up, 52,000 miles, good 
utlllty::vehlcle ~25.00 . . . . . .  
62 Ford F100 for parts-$75.00. 
Pt 1 o~.e.. ~-.,9.5.9el...~...  ,:~. 
!Cl-n ~-20' 1.3 
1973 ~/a ton H.D. Chev pickup 
Mechanlcally fair condition. 
Clean body wlth custom built 
Sportman F lb reg lass  
canopy. Prlced to sell - 
below wholesale. Call 635- 
299~ (p3-4) 
FOR SALE: 1977 Chev Van 
ton fllt steering - radlo, 
16,000 tulles with studded 
radl81 tlrea and rad la l  
summer tlres $5,800 firm. 
phone 638.8371 (p5-6) 
1976 Dodge Charger for sale 
400-4 barrell. P.S. & P.B. 
• custom rediD and 8 track. 
~500 or best offer. View at 
No. 9 Mallard St. Kltlmat or 
phone 632.4429 Kltlmat or 
63~4822 Terrace. (c3.3) 
1977 Camera 350 4 speed, P. 
windows, P.S., P.B. Tilt 
steering, A.M.F.M. cassette 
radio, 4 summer fires, 4 
winter tires, phone 635.2541 
after 6 p.m. (p3-3) 
FOR SALE: 1974 Vega 
(Chev) low mileage. 
Reasonably priced. One 
owner phone 63S.2069 (p3-3) 
F-~ ~ 1970 G.M.C. 
H.D. I/~ ton P.U. Wired and 
Your Ind iv idua l  
Horoscope  
. Frances Drake 
Wish to have your furniture 
refinished by an expert? 
Want a good lob for a good 
prlce? If so call me, Wayne 
of Wayne's Wood Working 
and Refinishing after 4 
phone 635-6722 (c30-m18) 
INCORPORATE! $75 plus 
filing fees. Obtain your 
lawyer supervised in- 
corporation over the phone - 
fastl Call Self.Counsal GF, MINI 111~ 
Servlcss toll .free 112.800- (May 22 to June 21) 
3007. Chargex and You cannot afford to take wild 
• Mastercharge accepted. (1- chances, imt neither should you 
,be hesitant, timid, unsure. 
gomewhere in between is the 
sensible, intelligent road. YOU 
unn tim it! 
THROUGHOUTWESTERH (June 22 to July 23) 
CANADA. The success of an old. friend 
CALL TOLL FREE eariainly calls for a celebration. 
112-800-663-3478 Do YOUR part to make it a 
truly convivial one. 
BUDGET RENTA TRUCK 
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 
GENERAL Be especially cooperative 
CARPENTRY with nssoclates. Good team- 
NOJOBTOBIG work will produce better results 
• ,~ OR SMALL than lone-wolf action. 
ADDITIONS, SIDING (AV~GO. 24 to SepL 23) I~ .~ RENOVATIONS 
Persistence will be the ny  CEMENTWORK, to 
PAIN.TING advancement Of your personal 
Phone after 6: plans. ,,K..e~,_ trying and fr~en~ 
will rally round and give me= 
63S4~ support. 
, You may be too close to a 
TO WHOM IT MAY CON. could have a different--and 
CERN: I will not be held better -- solution. Listen 
responsible for any bills or enr~.  
debts Incurred by anyone but 
myself, as of this date Feb. 
23, 1978. 
Daniel Robert Durllng, Box 
777, Terrace, B.C. V0G 4RI. 
What kind of day wi l l  SCORPIO I1~ 
tomorrow be? To find out what .(Oct, 24 to Nov: 22) 
the stars say, read the forecast YOu may. feel disturbed by a given for your birth Sign. certain situation, but do not ACROSS . 39 Camp bed 55 Thrice I0 Child's game 
become discouraged. Examine, I Spade or 40 Container (Music) II A wing 
ARIES IF~4~ contemplate, but ,press on -- Houston 41 American DOWN 16 Expiate 
( Mar..21 to Apr. 20) with confidence. 4 Dutch cat I Indians 20 Eternity 
Mars influences favorable. SAGITARRIUS • painter 45 Lower 2 Border on 23 FootlesS 
You should be able to put over ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~ 8 Greek letter than 3 Naomi's 24 Record 
new ideas uccessfully. Handle Jupiter auspicious, Be oh- 12Sleevelese aseprano chosen 25P0ems 
assignments with confidence, serving, mindful of future garment 48 Museum name 28Jetty 
Capitalize ron your many needs. Especially favored: 13Leaveout ~Ps 4Havensfor 2?Kinder 
talents, those, engaged in finance, 14 And others 50 Weather travelers exam 
manufacturing, the legal (abbr.) word 5 Ammonia 28 Girl's name 29 Even the 
~ ~  TAURUS 15 A remedy 51 Pagan compound 
(Apr. 21 to May  21) ~ profession. 6 Actress score 
An inspiring day for romance CAPRICORN .~j @ 17 Icelandic god 
~ ~  and creative ctivities. In the (Dec" 22 to Jan. 20) tale 52 Miss Ullmann 32 Office item 
latter connection, anavseaUon Fine gains for like efforts. 18 Declared Merkel ? Loud.voiced 33Cbsral 
• However, be on the lookout for 19 New: comb. 53 Hardy one composition 
may prove to have ,,gimmicks" Which could trip form heroine S Straw 35 Miscellany 
remunerative alue, you, perseus who would un- 21 Matador's M Land broom 36 Not parcels 9 Greek letter expresses 
38 Sacred SCORPIO m.~,  GEMINI Inr.,=~" dermine your confidence by acclaim 
(Oct, 24 to Nov. 22) ,,vr-fiv (May 22 to June 21) " ~  belittling your efforts. 22 Love apple Avg. solution time: 24 rain. images 
Orgardzeyoutsehadulesoas A day in which you can allow AQUARflJS ~=~ 26Paperand ~ ~ 3 5 F r e n c h  
to eliminate time-wasting your lively imagination free (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) ' harvest i pointer 
confusion. A good activity day rein. Newideas, generated by Stellar aspects now warn 29 Weight uait ~ ~  ~Clod 
for those born under this Sign. fine Mercury influences, can be against misleading influences, 30 Cushion 43 French river 
SAGITTARIUS immensely beneficial to your deceit and dubious schemes. Be 31 Heraldic M 44 Former 
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ~ '~ career, alert, and counteract with your bearing 
Shun negative t J~  and innate integrity and good 32 "Little-- ~ Russian ruler 
indecisiveness.• Positive and CANCER ~,~ judgment. Echo" 3~ 45Skirl 
constructive action needed. (June 22 to July 20) ~%. .~ PISCES ~1~'~¢ 33 Be listless 46 NewGuinea 
Consider all potentials and Employ the techniques u ed (Feb. 20 to Mar, 20) " '~  34 Fat behind - ~ port 
successfully in prior efforts but Several chances to do better 35 Dined 
choose those which best suit do not hesitate to update plans than usual. Take advantage of 36 Mineral ~RIEI tLI IR 47 Poet's IE[ word 
CAPRICORN a~t'~-~ and vitalize your approach. In all worthwhileoppurtanitie~.'A veins =_[NISI 
personal ffairs, try to be more good period in which to try out 37 "Lily Maid 2-21 49 Japanese 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ¥O ~'~ tactful than usual, new ideas, methods. ' of Astolat" Answer toyesterday's puzzle, shrub 
You can achieve most in your • 
own surroundings now - -LEO 
dL~uselngidessandplans with(July 24 to Aug. 20) ~ YOU BORN TODAY are a 
compatible friends and Curb inclinations toward native of a~."water '' Sign and 2 3 
associates. ReSults shouldbe extravagance.lfyouoverepend usually enjoythinpennneeted I I' I I' ,o ,, 
m wo w ,, on o, ooe.o,.  y. I I I 
AOu*" uS e"aor   thin  intr'ue's i I (Jan. 21 to Feb. the Piseesn. Your governing 12° 
Be careful how you express VIRGO to SepL 23, f f JP~ planet, Neptune, endows you 18 [ ~ ~ yourself now. Reach con-(Aug. 24 [ t9 
clusions in a logical, orderly A vital period. Most an- with inspiration and foresight. 
Y .  deal,. uld de.ors should but la .illve and I I 
affect many; also, your think before you speak or act. will often learn more by "fin- W ~ ~2!  
.mple Anddoavoide emes  ets ding his way" through a I I I 
PISCES .X~ a trend now toward the ,usual, project, once he sh0ws a feeling 1 u '2  /~t '  - -  
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) even the bizarre, for the subject. Pressure may ,, I I [ 
Your imagination highly discourage him. You are i 
stimulated and,' while you may LIBRA J l .~ :~ visionary, romantic, philo- 3~, 
immediately, they should be H extra responsibilities are humorists and essayists have ;3~ W~ [ ]  
highly pred.ctive in the future, thrust upon yoU, accept gladly been born under Pisces. Bir- ~4o  U4 '  i42 , ,  44 
tbosewhichyoueanremonably thdate of:Michelangelo, ~ ~ 
YOU BORN TODAY admire handle, but draw the line ff painter, sculptor; Elizabeth M~,8  ],~9 
knowing how to tell a simple C .ABOUT W[NF.~ wines come with screw top s3 I I [ closurea, wbioh eliminate the 
incident in a charmlo8 way, SERVING Wll~ I1=: problem of removing the cork. 
with often cleverly emphasized 
wiL On the higher plane, you It's easy to learn to 
could be a patient eacher, a wine the way the expel 
responsible parent, an excellent Just follow a few simPl e 
FOR SATURDAY, MARCH 4, 1978 
What kind of day. will 
tomorrow be? To find out what 
the stars ay. read the forecast 
given for your birth Sign. 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 
Generous inf luences 
stimulate your ingenuity and 
imagination. Use both well, and 
rewardswill please. Reach in.to 
the unusual; study new Irenss. 
TAURUS your needs. 
(Apr. Sl to my 21) t J~  
Certain situations could 
• ~moy IF yon pormIL Take all la 
stride. Also, think well befor~ 
making decisions. Some 
revisions in your thinking could 
bring about better esults. 
To whom it may concern: I 
will not be held responsible 
for any bills or debts in- 
curred by anyone but 
myself, as of this date 
February 23, 1978. Daniel 
Robert Darling, Box 777, 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 4R1 (p3.S) 
Gurnsey Heifer 2V= years 
old, 1 Welsh Quarter horse 
cross, 13.2 hands. Well 
trained. Call 635.3048 (p3.4) 
WYATT'S Arabian wishes to 
announce that "TAN TIN" 
sire of halter and per- 
formance winners will stand 
at stud for the'1978 Breeding 
season. Phone 635-6403 and 
Inquire about our 
breeding, fees. 
equipped for Camper 350 c-1 I'm often asked by my 
physician. When ot living up to Chill white wines 
LIBRA your better side, you can be two houm before servi 
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) .Jf lL.~ aggravatingly obstinate, about 55 degress. Chs~ 
quarrelsome, fretful. Try to should be served at arou 
problem. An intimate friend curb! Birlbdato of: Casimlr degrees. Refrigerate i
Pulaski, Polish-born gmeral in abOut fo.m~ or five ho~ 
Amcr. Rev. War; Sir Hem'y f°r~h~rV:;og~t deskablc 
Reeburn, Scottish painter. . perature fOr~ed wines 
tw~en 65 a~.d 70 degr~ 
" yon ' th ink  your w] 
FOR SUNDAY, MARCH S, 1978 warmer, refrigerate it half-hour. Let reds "bre 
by opening the bottle 
What kind of day will SCORPIO 
tomorrow be? To find out what *'Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 I ~ ,  15 minutes before sezv enhance aroma, b0uqu 
the stars say, read the forecast Some opposition possible now, taste. 
given for your birth Sign. but your keenness end sense of A dear-stemmed gl~ 
ARIES ~ humor will help you win more a tulip-shaped bowl is 
Mar.,21 to Apr. 201 I ~ points than would force or cellent all-puq)ose co, 
Don t let yourself be in- obstinacy, for your wine. It hal 
fluenced by first thoughts, first SAGITI'ARIUS X~ ~ aroma and the stem 
impressions. You could be (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) warm hands •away fm 
mistaken about motivations, Remain your inborn op ~ contents. 
indications, your own ideas, timistic self as you wade • As for po:uring,'put 
Give ail the benefit of the doubt, through weighty matters, four ounces in eaet 
TAURUS ( pr. 21 to May 21) ~'~"Y '  complicatod issues or justplain Don't forget, many 
tasks. Time is very much on today drink wine "¢ 
You may run into mugs or your side right now. rocks," so have ~'1o 
glasses handy. 
obstacles, but you can handle CAPRICORN ~j@ How many servir 
them. Think over similar ex- (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) bottle? The new Crib 
periences of the past -- and A once.distant g0al now liter metric sizes I 
profit by them. GEMINI . 11~"  seems to be within reach. Press about 12. four-ounce s 
on and don't let others of tablewine. The rift 
(May 22 to June 21) "~f  discourage you. you six, and the gall, 
Curb your natural inclination ~ 
toward unconventionality. AQUARIUS ) to  32 four.ounce i 
Indiscretion now could lead to (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 All B. Cribari & Son 
Y ;~:',,'ted interruptions 
trouble later. ~, .:'~rn a bit but, ft. 
CANCER 
(June 22 to July 20) ~ :' ~ as you should, 
Stellar influences favor ~...~.,. ~,~.~d the means to 
marital happiness, business stratsaceo out everything Housewives satisfactorily. 
P CES 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
Kcep your eye on the hail and Pensioners! your st ck will so r. A 
"meeting of minds" could 
produce some revelations, 
sta~Uing new ideas which could 
(C23.M17) partnerships, dealings with the 
_ , I opposite sex generally. Should 
be an all.around pleasant day. 
LEO 
I Ventures which require 
By. Carol Tones  considerable study and know- 
bow should succeed. Inpersonal 
headers, Cam, High.rise 
chrome rims, P.S., bucket 
seats, automatic console 
shift, posl-trac $2600 firm" 
Phone 635.3789 after 6 p.m. 
(p3-S) 
AUTO FOR SALE: 1970 
FordPickup 2800 phone 638. 
1442 (cl-3) 
cycling friends, "Will I be 
able to carry passengers on 
my motorcycle?" 
I always point out that 
carrying friends on your 
motorcycle means you must 
make special considerations. 
Fiat, be sure 
that you have 
plenty of rid- 
ing experience 
before you 
carry a passen- 
ger, and make 
sure  your  
Carol Totres cycle is de- 
FOR SALE: 12x46 rw9 signed to carry that extra 
bedroom mobile home. rider. It should be equipped 
Located on fully serviced lot' with a saddle and footpegs 
in Thornhlll. Asking $13500. for two people. 
i:lnanclng available. ' Your passenger should wear 
Contact Gerry Warrm at 
Royal Bank, Terrace, B.C. 
Phone 635-7117 (ctf) 
FOR SALE: 24x40 double 
wide trailer - smoke and 
some fire damage - to be 
moved as soon as possible. 
a helmet and face shield, or 
goggles. Check your passen- 
ger's clothing carefully before 
riding. Loose clothing (such 
as shoelaces and pant legs), 
can become tangled in the 
spokes. 
Never allow the passenger 
to ride aide-saddle. Your 
Going cheap. Ideal for shop, friend should always ride be- 
Phone 635-3632 after 6 hind you and should hold 
(r,6-7) 
RE-ELECT PRESIDENT 
DAKAR, Senqid (AP) -- 
Leopold Sedar Senghor, 
ruler of this West African 
country since 19e0, was re- 
elected president in 
8enepl's first multi-party 
dection in 12 years; 
firmly and securely onto your 
waist or midsection, keeping 
his or her feet on the passen- 
ger footpegs at all times• 
Instruct your passenger to 
lean with you when turning, 
not against you. Caution your 
passenger not to lean except 
when you do. Know how to 
compensate when the passen- 
ger leans the wrong'way. 
relationships, however, some 
"clouds" on the horizon stress a
need for tact, discretion. 
mao 
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) 
Much competition i dicated. 
Don't wait too long before 
taking due action, but 'neither 
forge ahead impulsively. 
LIBRA 
(sept. 24 to oct. 23) .n .~ 
You can expect a pleasant 
day, with associates radiating 
good will and congeniality. 
Stars especially favor travel 
and communications with in- 
teresting persons. 
eventually prove profitable. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
compassionate; ardent, too. 
You truly love your neighbor in 
the Biblical sense; are outraged 
by wrongdoing, especially tothe 
less fortunate; .can be roused to 
extreme action in these cases, 
Many lawyers, Judges, 
statesmen, musicians, chemists 
and researchers were born in 
Pisces Also, maritime men and 
entertainers. Traits to curb: 
tendencies toward overin- 
dulgence, undue worry. Bit. 
thdate of: Rex Harrison, actor. 
Do It Now 
Aluminum 
Sheets 
L 
26" x 36" 
12 , oo. . , y  - 3 ,76  
THE DALLY HERALD 
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WIN PRIZES IN OUR ANNUAL 
(> coto,,,c 
CONTEST 
+. 
RULES ,istpRlZE % Contest is open to all youngsters 
under  12 years ,  except  ch i ld ren  
of sponsors or of employees of 
this newspaper .  Chi ldren may 
enter each week ,  but can only 
71  . ~ ~ % win  one  pr i ze .  Contes t  ends  
midnight, NINON 32, 1978 
2 "d PRIZE 
~ ' ;~'' '; ~ LszoHo 636-0076 ' ' : .;: " .:, 
+" " '+;~.. i+" L I I I I - 
, +,+ ,:  •7 ,  °.• 
.... iiii!i')ii++i;i)ii:!' ' TERRAOK.II; I} 0.0PERATIVE ASSOe,;+I + 
;!;:ti+++":?i~ ;i•• + ' +~ ( S47 ~i •+ ''*":::1 ;;'';:'~.~r!~; ;~ ` 4617 Gr i l l  "i 6364 " 
.•:+; . - "  , , ,it , . . . . . . . . . .  • 7." 
/ 
THE H ERALO, Friday, ~rch  ~ itm, +IPA@I[~ 1| 
, . . . . . . .  ~- . .~ . .~ . /~.  . . . . . . . .  7-----.~ . . . . . . . . .  + . . ~ " ~ ; . . .  : ,  ,+  : . " 
STEAKS rm , , .  l ++ + + f O l ' " + .'  r . #+.,< + + #.~ 
I A V J ~ ' ~  j l~  Open' onfll ,0 p.m. Fr ld•y•ndSl lm'd i ly  " r. +_.• , : . , .~ : : ,~  • .+. 
N +. : 4736 LAKELSE PHONE 635-7977 " 
~ / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / / :  
CATFISH b~. , ,~  ~ ~~,~,  
I 
PoOP,,m~.+ +ma~+~ i+ ("~" I"A~'~ ? +'l l++ i. ? sr~,'r me,~,+ m'+L (  
, i 
• , . . .  + 
THE WIZARD OF ID by  Brsnt  parker ' ss ld  ;Johnmy bsn  
. + +  ~t  _:?+ - -  " , , W  ' | '  
3 r E,  : ........... 
~ R E el  ,o, , o . . . . , , T ,O , , . .  TER AO UGS i. ~; 
=~ 3207 Kalum AND GIFT IDEAS, TALK TO OUR ~ ;]~./~./i " 
_p.h..one 635.7274 OOURTEOUS TAFF ,. 
By Stan Lee'andJohn Romita the AMAZING SP IDER-MAN.  , , 
rI~TI~R.PROMIgEYO.J'LLTAKE ~-,_-~-=J rE PACKED ~f ,  BLESSHL~E: ,~ IE  J ~ -  TNAT 'GWHYZMUb'T~_~f_~- :~_~.~ 
I ,~ IR~ OF  ' ,¢ : ,UR~LF  aN CA~,tFORNtA~t,~..3'~ I [THE N I :~E OROPb- .~ NEVL=R 51'O1=5 WORRYIM~'~BP" HIP'E MY G~I~-MAN .I~JSNTITYJ 5 
• ' ~ '~ * '  ' "  . . . .  ' | " ' " " - '  ' ~7.~' , , -~ ' . ' , - ' , ' , '~ . . , ' . ' , "  ",~ '. ' : '~""  ' "  -++++ "~( . . . . .  : "  ' : i ' ,+~&: ,+,  . .~ . ! .~ .+:  '+~, ; ' : - ' . . "~: t :~  "~ +'} ~-:K' :+ "~,  
, +.+;+:  + + _ + + +  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
t It,ll L 22 06 MAR'76 Form 28 , , -~ .  , . ~ . . . . . . . .~ / . . .~  .- . +. . + ; , . .  : . , . . , / : ' /  
• ~tt, ~,~'r 'em ~e~ "me ~ ~P I ;v ry  ~, . .  ~-~ou~i~ ~ ~ ;  ~ /' 
, ii+:/i~i . . .  " , .K~z. A~NC~.  +' -- ~ ~ ~  
- - -  - - - -  'O' /~ ~ - ~ + ~ - ~ i ~  - - -~  . . :  . . .  . .,: .;. '+,+~ -* 
LDR|N'S WEAR .+..,i+.v.,,,+.+,,.,.,,.+,.,,,., BEE'S Oll . ) see why he should ,ways !~ .tarvi~l.,He ,Wil l . it  home. . ,: ~ And he shouldn't be tired since he +sleeps every chimes ha 
+ . gets. And he shoulcln't be broke either dnce: he ~ .,'Job.' 
" "~ ' -  He come6 over every Friday ntsht; and when I ask hbn 
Zd~J---- ' " " ~41~ p A 6 6 - -  to take me to a movin,he ny6 hb's broke.:Whehl ~ l t ' :  
• . .. . going ~omewhere ke ,  he'.- u),S ,he's' ~':'/tlred: l.-d0n't. 4444 Lakoloo ~6. ~ understand why I w~[  to malty Ida; b6t Id6. Wh$t~J 
, , , " , , , , wrong with' him? L ' : + " " " . " '  ~.  : ' : 
• . • ...... :: . • ' 8UZIE ~," 
GORDON & ANDERSON . . . . .  " . . . . . . . .  ~'  ~ DEAR SUZIE q.:He needs ~meona.wJ~ wlJl feed him,, ! 81ve KIm an.allowance, "and thck'id~i ~ evq~ry _ullht.' (A' 
' mother.) lle's for. ADOPTING.not .MAI~, Y!~i.O. "..+ ~." 
TERRACEDRUGS 
3307 Kalum 636-7214 
. I 
His Marriage Not , 
• . DEAR ABBY: I'm • / §~eU~Id  wld0w In i~vo wlth.a 
Bill's wife' d/ed'four.yearsa~;~ind, left"h~ with a.' 
daughter wbb ie now 12. (111:~dl~'.e~.,'.Betw~') T~e pr•blem:' 
is'tht+ w•y Betsy feels •bou~'mo,:Sl~e i~l~h•ly |ealotm.Bill ' 
By Abi g ai [ r Va~ ~ U ren once kissed the back of my,nee, J~hJle heljfln~ me 0"5~W, ith 
,my ~¢oat and Betsy becme hyettriesl, ~h,~ Yelled 'lii~d 
.~ o mm 0v ~,c,ao Tr,~ne.,,v. News Synd. mc. screamed and cur ,N, d me, saying,.'To/l will:NEVER 
• " my n~other s placel' It toolS,Bill an hour to e.ah~ her down, 
Whenever we three drivd •nywhere, BeVY h•s 'to slt 
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been mettled for between us, When we three are together, l~tsy sulks and 
• three months and we just had our fir6t big fight, lOOKS •t me with hate in her eyes. Until *ecendy, Betsy 
.It all started when I mentioned to hLm that' I had read slept with her father, but I told hLm I ~o~t  it wa|  very 
th•t the longest,marriage on record w•e 86 yeursl My unhealthy so.he stopped ft. 
' ' husband then replied that 25 years is our limit-and no Elli is begging me to marry him, He s ly•  Betsy will 
more. - outgrow her jealousy •fter we're married, and sh• will 
U :Abby, I got married ~0r life end I hoped that he did, too, learn to love me, but rm •fraid to :takes chance. I really 
m: this really got me ..upset,, love BiLL and don't want to ~iv•him, up, PleaM,help m•,.'. 
Then he said, "You 6hou ) pleased with a guarantee " • " • 
• of 9.5'years." " " ,NEEDSHE~P~'" 
.What do you s•y, Abby? '." . . . i  " , -~'~. 
DEAR NEEDS: Tell B~ that Salem (uauntf l )  he~ll~t~- ". 
V.V. Betsy to • psychotheraplit.f~.~some~eo~nNIin|,,~ad,hqr,: 
sick attitude changes', marrlqe betwetn'~pu .world ~.a J  
DEAR B,: Nobody has a !'guarantee" that he'll wake up disaster. (He could ales uN mme"thOrll~y.):Uncles 'no.; 
tomorrow morning, so your husband's "lluata~tee".of at .+ ..clr©umetan~s should' you'.m~r.y BIll. with the ~ttlltt~ni:.c. " 
25.year-long marriage doesn't mean muc~, ' • Y mat now exists. H he dcean t aBt'ee toigettlnil~elp, tor~ 
Live y0ur llfe one day at a time, and it your husband tells Betsy, say goodbye. And don~'fook 'btf~,~. ~ ..' :.'. ~. i~'.~ . ,.'.+: 
you after 25 years that your "guarantee" has run out, write - " ' ' :" - ~.., '?~-.- ~ ;'. . . . . . . . . . . .  :
• 6831n, and If l'm still around (and I hope I am), I~I help you . . . .  
deal with it. i Problems? ,Tell them to"Abby. .For  • Imruul i .  ~ 
unpublished reply, write Abby: Doz~D?00; l~|'Aslqtit~,:.'. 
DEAR ARBY: I have 6 boyfriend who has three favorite Calif. 90069, Enclose a etJumped, |61f4ddre||~d t~lwtlo~,:, ":: 
h int /  
~:, )2 ' " 
,,_'+, 
ii!!i!i i "o . , .  
IB  
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4717;L|kitoo i 0U.78S. 
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History in Miniature 
Britain is steeped in 
history and .visitors to her 
shores are always fasdnated 
by the wealth of century. 
spanning architecture that is 
the nation's heritage. 
There will be an op  
portuulty to see some of this 
history in miniature when, 
on March I, the new ar- 
chlte~toral stamps featuring 
palaces and castles are 
issued by the British Post 
Ofrlco. 
For the first time ever, a 
miniature sheet showing all 
four stamps will acoompany 
the stamp issue. 
• The stamps being released 
are a 91) showing the famed 
but infamous, Tower of 
London (whose White Tower 
In ~00 years old thin year), a 
10½p showing Holyrood 
House in Edonbur~, an lip 
deptie tang Caernarvm 
Castle in Wales, and a 13p 
stamp showing Hampton 
Court which is sited Just 
outside London beMde tim 
River Thames flint 
flowing plece o~ llquld 
history. 
At the other end o~ 
architectural time-scale 
there are stamps showing 
the Post Office Tower in 
London (3¢1 and ls 3d stamps 
in 1~) ,  the.National 
Theatrs on the Sonth Bank el 
the Thames (121) value of a 
set issued in 19'/5 for 
European Architectural 
Heritage Year), and modern 
university buildings, which 
were seen on a set of four 
stamps released in 19'/1. 
Aps~t from tim Tower of 
London, . St. Paul's 
Cathedral, WestmInster 
Abbey and the Post Office 
Tower, a 'must' fat" any 
visitor to London is a visit to 
the-Houses of Parliament, 
and the famous dock tower 
known as Big Ben. This 
building (whose proper 
name is the Palace of 
Westminister,) has featured 
on a number of stamps, but 
an impressive aerial view 
can be seen on a IRp value 
immd in 1975. 
The royally hiatoirc 
heritage of the United 
Kingdom is also reflected by 
her castles. The new series 
released in March Includes 
Caernarvon  Cast le  
previously seen on a 68 
stamp issued in I~5, and 
featured on three stamps to 
hosour the Investiture of the 
Prince of Wales In 1969. 
Other castles to be found on 
British stamps are Carrick- 
fergns Castle, Edinburgh 
Castle, WIndsor Castle and 
itarlech Castle. 
The architecture to be 
found on British stamps 
certainly mirrors dtfferont 
ages and dlffereat 
idealogies. Whether it be the 
Tudor houses of the Rows in 
Chester, the Nuclear 
Reactor at Dounreay, 
thatch cottage in Ulst~ or 
the Forth Road Bridge, they 
can all, andent and modern, 
be seen on British stamps. 
. The ministure sheet will 
show in the margin ;the 
• emblem for 'London 1~0'; 
the international stamp 
exhibition is being held in 
London fronl May 2 to l0 in 
1980. The sheet will sell at 
53½p, and the Post Office 
has agreed that part of the 
proceeds will go to help the 
finances of this exhibitioo. 
British architectue, which 
reflects many different 
styles and periods, has 
always, provided a rich 
source of inspiration for 
stamp desicners. 
Tho British Post Office has 
issued many stamps devoted 
to the subject; churches and 
cathedrals have always been 
popular. Perhaps the most 
famous is Westminster 
Abbey, which (P.lebrated its 
900th anniversary in 1966; a 
3¢1 stamp issued at that time 
shows a drawing of the 
Abbey. Vying In fame as a 
top tourist attraction is SL 
Paul's Cathedral, the dome 
of .which dominates the 
London skyline. This was 
shown on a 9¢1 stamp In 1969 
which featured British 
Cathedrals. There were 
some other stamps in ;this 
series, showing Durham 
Cathedral, Yomrk Minster, 
• % Gtles Cathedral in 
Edlnbm'g 
Cathedral and 'the modern 
Cathedral. Village churches 
appeared in five stamps 
re lea~ in 1972. 
Onesst of stamps which 
clearly reflects changing 
architectural styles over the 
centureis is that which 
Idsblisbted British Bridges 
In 1968. The set raages from 
the Tan" Steps In Exmoor --  
little more than stepld~ 
• stones.to a modem motor. 
way viaduct bridge. 
Dumbells star on 
CBC Sunday night 
By JAMF.~ NEMON 
OTTAWA (CP) - -  Another 
look a t the  Dumhells, the 
famed First World War troop 
antertalnmant company, will 
be seen Sunday night m 
CBC-TV--Ie~ floesy than the 
C.arlottetown Festival'f 
musical but perhaps more 
true to the or~nal. 
Four of the original Dk. 
mbell ~compsny were alive 
wh~ part..0f, the film was 
made in Tomato InnlFtS, 
though two have sIn~e died, 
andnthe television show di. 
reefed by Slam JacoMon is a 
mix,we of old films, llve on- 
stage entertainment and 
theatrical recontlruction. 
Charlottetown . Fmflvai's 
~P~anrodnetion, • produced by 
Lurid and starring Doug 
Onamberlain, was a hit In 
the Prinoo Edward Island 
capital last season and 
toured to central Canada. 
It will be revived at Char- 
lottetown this summer after 
a preliminary tour to 
Halifax, and join the In- 
deswkctable Anne of Greta 
.Gables andna new show 
based on the love story of 
King Edward VIII and 
Wailis Warfield Simpson, 
later the Duke and Duehens 
of Windsor. 
DRAW ON PIANIST 
For the CBC-TV show, pro- 
~ Eoin Sprott and Sam 
Levme have drawn on the 
reminlsomces of Jack Ayre, 
the Dum'bells' pianist and 
musical director when the 
troup was formed In July, 
1917, giving their first show 
Just outside war-ravaged 
Ypres. 
When the filming was done 
in 1975, the last of the 
Ddmbells~. Ayre, Jack 
MeI,~m, Bill Redpath and 
Je r ry  Brayford--wer~ 
giving a show for residants of 
Lambert Lodge in Toronto, 
an old folks residmce which 
was Christie Street vetecans 
haqdtul in the First and 
Second World Wars. 
Awe could still play The 
Dumbell Rag--a me many 
Canadian soldiers whistled 
while they marched to death 
in battle--and accompany 
his old stage buddies on the 
idaho. 
In the acted reconstruction 
of the early Dumbell shows, 
Heath Lambert, that 
talented clown of many 
recent stage snows, taken me 
entertalnmant honors, draw- 
lng on a flare for old Englbh 
music hall style. 
Gordon Thomson piays 
Boss Pmndlton, the original 
Dumbell who met the treo~' 
demands for girls in the 
show by dresaln8 in drag and 
singing in falsetto. 
Briefly 
SHELTER TERRORIB'i~ 
BONN (AP) --  West 
Gecman terrorists wanted 
for their suipectad role in a 
stoles of murders last year 
are beln~ cheltered by the 
Arab states of Iraq and 
Kuwait, governmmt sources 
said Monday. The sources 
said the unidentified 
terrorists are wanted In the 
aleyi~s of federal Chief 
P rosecutor  S iegfr ied 
Bubaek, Dresdner Bank 
chairman Juergea Ponto and 
kidnapped -industrialist 
Wanns-MartIn ScJtlever. 
COLLEGES PENALIZED 
LONDON (CP) - -  The 
Inner London Education 
Authority has re0ommmded 
cutting ~,500 ($19,000) from 
library grants of Thames 
Polytechnic and Polytechnic 
of Cmtrel London became 
they have not reduced Inkdm 
of overseas students. The' 
authority wants to limit 
overseas students to not 
more than 10 per cant of all 
studants by 1981. 
British Architecture 1978 
HIS'] :)RIC BUILDIP GS 
Rare boo]k acquired 
With help ( grant 
Ottawa:Secretary o f  
State #oh Roberts today 
announced the first grant 
issued under the Cultural 
P roper ty  Export  and 
Import Act which came 
into Force September 6
last year. 
The grant will be used 
by Memorial University 
of Newfoundland towards 
thepuchase, . side the 
country, Of a "rare book 
entitled "A Short 
COURSE OF THE 
New-found-land" printed 
in Dublin in 1923. The 
work, which would be 
unique in Canada, is one 
of a half-dozen 17th 
century p ieces  which 
at tempted to induce 
support for the establish- 
ment of an English colony 
in Newfoundland. 
Univeristy was an ob- 
vious custodian for this 
rare piece of CANADIAN 
HIRTORY. 
Standards for 
Handicap aMs 
The first standards produced, tan- dardization will hopefully 
make basic pads inr ing whee lcha i rs ,  
prosthetic devices and 
other aids used by han- produced by one i 
dicapped people will ~ manufacturer corn- 
written by committees of patible or th th~sne = 
terchangeable wi 
produced by other 
manugacturers. At the , 
the CANADIAN Stan- 
dards Association (CSA). 
CSA's Consumer Ad- 
visory Panel recently 
endorsed the formation of 
several sub-committees 
comprising users, 
medical experts and 
manufacturers which 
have been recently 
organized to write safety 
and performance stan- 
dards for a wide variety 
of applicances used by 
the handicapped. These 
subcommittees, each 
dealing with a specific 
type of eqmpment 
oper.ate under the 
jurisdication of a main 
CSA committee called 
Technology for the 
Handicapped, chaired by 
Dr. Morris Milner, 
DIRECTOR OF 
Biomedical 
ENGINEERING, 
Shedoke Rehabiliatation 
Centre, McMaster 
UNIVERSITY, 
Hamilton, Ontario. 
"It's incredible that 
there aren't any stan- 
dards for wheelchairs 
when you. consider the 
number of years they 
have been it.~ use," says 
Dr, Milner. "Minimum 
standards are needed for 
all this equipment, 
especially when similar 
parts are being mass 
present time, !he 
manufacturers are using 
somewhat different 
designs of components 
and assemblies which 
can make it difficult to 
obtain replacement  
parts." 
Dr. Milner says the 
standards must ensure 
that the materials used in 
artificial limbs and 
wheelchairs are "able to 
stand everyday sb'esses 
and strains to which they 
might be submitted." He 
would also like to see 
standards for automotive 
hand controls. Dr. 
Milner s committee is 
considering standards 
covering artificial limbs, 
motorized and standard 
wheechairs and other 
electronic aids for the 
handicapped such as 
environmental con- 
trollers. 
CSA's Consumer Ad- 
visory Panel, along with 
urging standards to be 
written for medical 
devices, also called for 
the licensing or cer- 
tification of people 
manufacturing and fit- 
ting prostheitc equip- 
ment. 
ALBERTA'S SWlNGIN'SUMMER 
It starts in early July, with the world's 
biggest rodeo-- the Calgary Stampede. 
But it's more than a rodeo. Hang onto your 
Stetson while you ride ferris wheels and 
rocket rides, take in chuckwagon races, 
stage shows, casinos, comedians, singing 
and dancing acts, and carry on till all hours 
in nightspots. For ten days you can enjoy 
pancake breakfasts sewed from a 
chuckwagon, square dance in the streets, 
and songs like Home on the Range become 
singalong hits again. 
It's wild. It's carefree. And a million 
people get caught up in the fun. Youwill 
tOO. 
But that's only the beginning. Take a. 
couple of days to catch your breath, then 
head to Edmonton for K . . . . . . . .  
Days-- a chance to reli 
Gold Rush - Gay '90s era. Residents and 
visitors alike dress up in silk vests, top hats, 
cutaway coats, spats, or ostrich plumes, 
bustles, parasols. Overnight he city 
becomes populated with Klondike Kates, 
sourdoughs and riverboat gamblers. 
Crowds form around roulette tables in the 
casinos. Others take theirchances at the 
horse races. And you can enjoy 
every part of i t - -  the infamous 
raft and bathtub races, the 
> midway, the nightly Coliseum 
I )o of Stars, carnival and cabaret 
- -  oven a promenade 
to show off your finery. 
It's another mammoth party. 
And you're invited. 
There isn't another 
celebration like it in North 
America. Three weeks of 
excitement, action and non-stop 
enjoyment packed into July. You 
can make it your entire vacation, 
or part of your holiday. Plan to 
join the dress-up crowd 
and get your outfit here. 
We suggest you reserve early. 
Calgary and Edmonton are alive 
for the Stampede and 
Klondike Days, and tickets and 
accommodations are in high 
demand. 
And remember, there's no sales tax in 
Alberta. 
See you at the party. 
The Biggest Party in North America 
Box 2500, Edmonton, Alberta 
Canada TSJ 2Z4 
TH 
Sounds like funl Please send me 
[ ]  ticket order forms 
[ ]  accommodation request foims for 
[ ]  Calgary Stampede 
[ ]  Edmonton Klondike Days 
[ ]  Both 
Name 
Address ..: . , " ' 
Cl~ITown .,~ , 
Prov..~,L,.'. ; . . . . .  
PostaICode .. 
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